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Results of a Large Airplane Impact
into a Field of Holtec HI-STORM

Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Casks (U)

Executive Summary (U)

Introduction (U)
(U) The terrorist events of September 1W1h, 2001 exposed U.S. infrastructure facilities to attack
scenarios that had not heretofore been assessed from a vulnerability standpoint. This Executive
Sumfmary describes the vulnerabilities and consequences of a large airplane attack on a nuclear
site with an array of licensed Holtec HI-STORM -100- Cask System commercial spent nuclear
fuel storage casks (hereafter referred to as HI-STORM). The results of this work are based on a
two-year study that comprehensively addressed many technical and engineering aspects of
analyzing such an attack on a variety of packages and casks.

Purpose (U)
(U) As a direct result of the September 11tb, 2001 large airplane attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) contracted with
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) to conduci a vulnerability and consequence assessment of
such attacks on an array of HI-STORM storage casks. Figure Ex-I of scale

fo hs particular attack spnno;aans providesl a measure

-U ] ftei sito ack pa a yonfigura di .n.

earl•y part ofthe investigation, attack pamers were studied Ad defined to' reprsent
a r•:•iig)attack scenario. Parameters that were considered included a"ijrple type, speed of
impact, angle of impact, location of impact on the cask, and orientation of impact relative to the
cask: array. For the plane (i.e., the attack weapon), parameters were defined that were consistent

6
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with the September 1I 1, 2001 attacks (i.e., a realistic scenario). For the cask, parameters (e.g.,
orientation and location of impact on the cask) were defined for a realistic impact scenario with
due consideration to potential cask damage.

Cask Description (U)

(U) The HI-STORM storage cask contents
AQR "'•i'vlna ,xwtnr r~notnr tAM

Airplane Description (U)

(U) Airplane models were developed to best capture loadings that would result from impacts to
casks in a real event. The airplane mass is representative of the class of airplanes involved in the
September 1 th, 2001 terrorist events. A full center fuel tank mass was included, as well as
"hard" parts of the airplane (the front landing gear and the engines). Discussions were held with
the plane manufacturer to verify mass distributions, stiffness, and front landing gear
characteristics. Field investigations of a representative airplane were also conducted to verify
dimensions and locations of specific components that were modeled.

Structural Analysis (U)

(U) Due to the complex nature of the airplane impacting the cask, two separate types of analyses
were conducted. The first type evaluated the impact of the entire airplane into a cask and the
second -type of analysis reviewed the cask integrity due to impacts by hard components -of the
jetliner. The airplane was modeled using a hydrodynamic analysis code in the first type of
analyses. s. The main phenomenon evaluated in these analyses was the .transfer of momentuam
from -the airplane to the impacted cask. This 'momentum could then be related to the force that
the airplane imparts to the stationarY cask and the subsequent velocity achieved by the impacted
cask(s) hi w then followed by ' detailed casktocask iactanalysis with te force of the

fIKc
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Thermal Analysis (U)
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Preface
(U) The following report is the first of a series of eleven reports documenting the work
conducted to review the consequences of a terrorist attack on storage and transportation
casks/packages by Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) Department of Transportation Risk &
Packaging Department (6141) for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) office of Nuclear
Materials Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) in response to the September 11th 2001 attacks on the
WTC and Pentagon. The magnitude of the events of September 11 th resulted in the need to re-
evaluate these packages for severe events such as these. This resulted in analyses that have
stretched the bounds of previous studies and the capabilities of computation techniques. There is
very little experience or data for these types of events. The resulting analyses of these events can
result in non-intuitive results. Therefore, initially many analyses were conducted to help develop
a knowledge base and experience in analyzing these types of events.

(U) The following report has been divided into a main body and three appendices to help provide
clarity. The main body of the report discusses -the methodology and generally discusses the main
analyses conducted as part of this study. In addition, it narrows the possible scenarios reviewed
down to one "selected scenario" that is discussed in detail and evaluated in the main body. All of
the structural and'thermal analyses conducted for this study are discussed in detail in the
appendices.

14
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Results of a Large Airplane Impact into a Field of
Holtec HI-STORM Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage

* Casks (U)

I Introduction (U)'',

I : s ornt la•ldered a Safety Aalysis of the to.thiS-"threat..
Traditi&nally, a safety analysis would assume the worst- conditions and examine the safetyof the
.sy;ste1to this worst case, whereas this study examines a credible scenario that was chosen based -

-.. !on theSieptember 116% 2001 attacks on the Pen-tagon and the World Trade Centers (WTC). Nor

is. t'pt0sdy a,.oqmplete vulnerability assessment, which would examine aU the vulnerability toI this thieatan-d their likelihood of occurring.during an attacki \All possible scenarios are not
examined. m this study and the likelihood of the events was not evaluated. A wide range of-
scenarios Was considered and one scenario was evaluated in detail. Calculations were performed
that support the examination of other scenarios, but these scenarios were not examined in detail.

I The,"study discusses the complexity of the many possible scenarios that might occur under such
an attack,*and guidance on what would happen under this credible scenario. Especially for an

. array of storage casks, it is not practical to assess and quantitatively determine the results of all
possible scenarios involving the jetliner impacts. Therefore, an attempt was made to overview
the broad possibilities and vulnerabilities of the systems and emphasize one particular scenario

- with associated results.

(U) .The body of this report summarizes the analyses performed and looks in- detail at one
i particular scenario. However, for a complete description of all of the analyses and techn'cal

description of the -computer codes that were used, the reader should consult the appendices.,1The
main body of this report examines the vulnerability of a field of storage casks to one of many

i potential intentional impact scenarios by a jetliner. The appendices discuss other possible-
scenarios.

•,1.1.The"Threat ("UM) . , -
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1.2 The HI-STORM Storage Cask (U)
(U) This report examines the vulnerabilities of the. Holtec HI-STORM 100 Cask System
commercial spent nuclear-fuel rdy-storage casks (hereafter referred to as HI-STORM) (Holtec
International, 2000). Subsequent reports, will examine additional spent fuel storage casks and
radioactive material packages and threats.

(U) The HI-STORM storage cask (Shown in Figure 1-1) contents include upto 32 pressurized
water reactor (PWR) or up to 68 boiling water reactor (BWR) assemblies. For these analyses, the
PWR configiuition was•. used. The' spent •fuel assemblies are sealed in a .stainles steel

fh~'b

U
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* Figure 1-1. The HI-STORM Storage Cask (U).'
* "The contents of the figure are unclassified.

1.3. The Analysis. Methodology (U)

I (U) Analyzing the intentional impact of a large commercial jetliner into either a field of storage
casks is a very complex problem with a limited number of previous studies to build upon.!.The

problem required bringing together a large group of analysts and integrating results from many
I different resources to estimate the cask or package vulnerabilities and consequences.`

1.3.1 Examining the Structural Response-to the Impact (U)

As described in more detail in Section 2 aid Appendix A, the structural response of the cask
was. divided .into the global"and local responses to the jetlinerimpact. The- global response

Ikineti exaines the iof the cask'/jetiner irpac't. Forfi tsdi•sc d Isin this. report, the
global analysis resuts in nexit"velocity of the cask tafe 6-ipact. Eit.veoeity refers to thei residual Velocityaftetr the cask,"exits".the initial jetlierimpact event., The:global analyses were
perf:ne~d using anEulerieancomputer analysis code. Th6e spacing btweenithe'.casks is known
and a determination of the cask velocity as a function of time and distance was necessary toIassess, cask-to-.cask impacts.

17
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(U) :Once the jetliner impacts the field of casks, it is very difficult to determine which of the
many possible resulting scenarios may occur. Mo 1eling the complete jetliner and cask (or casks)
in detail is not practical with current technology.ITherefore, in many instances, different aspects
of the problem were decoupled by performing individual, independent analyses to evaluate the •
cask systems vulnerabilities' The field of storage casks has the potential of subsequent cask-to-
cask impacts, with the secondary impacts becoming a largely chaotic problem.

(U) These analyses for a single representative scenario will be discussed in more detail in
Sections 2 and1:.-Appendix A and B give the complete results for all of the analyses performed'
,for this study.

,1,3.2 Examining the Response to a Subsequent Fire (U)

(U) The attacks on the WTC and the Pentagon clearly demonstrat...e..... .......o.

-Asu,*gfie :io survq~ey fin prevosjti crashes wa-200-N st s epoe)

fire .niiresion.
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(U) Source tern
Earlier work (Sj
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ining the Source Term and Consequences (U)

ia estimates were developed based on the structural response of casksystem.
prung et al., 1990) relates individual fuel rod failure to0a failure strai level. A
tenion of 1 % (Sanders .qAet2 ia.::•9)!s•••freeslt

rion o
le- ,a., ... /-

dmte askt and t e xploreteets etin2sAneaiation of theil Cask

e of events that could -likely hape.Thsrealistic set" of events is termted .the
to' that is analyzed in, detail in theemn -body. 9fthis report. The. selected
c edible and realistic, basedý on th e September 11. attacks. Detailed evaluations
rid'other, scenarios are given in Appendix A and B" foir imn:pacts and Appendix C -

hal ainalyses detailed in the a'ppen dices provided a comprehensive assessment of
Punder a wide ran~ge of attack scenarios. A brief sumnma~ry is. given in Section 3.
[ihifi body Of the report are listed in Section 4.

CONFIDE.T..L --
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2 Field of HI-STORM Storage Casks (U)
(U) The increasing number of storage cask facilities used for the storage of spent fuel provides a
potential target for terrorist attacks like those of September 1 th, 2001. This study examines the
potential vulnerabilities of such an attack on a facility containing a field of HI-STORM storage
casks. Future reports will document similar examinations of other storage casks and
transportations packages.

2.1 Complexity of Scenarios (U)
(U).When considering a single cask, there are a large number of potential impact locations and
orientations on the cask that could be examined. If a field of casks is considered, the geometric
possibilities become overwhelming. A crash into a field of casks results in a chaotic event,
during which many. secondary cask-on-cask impacts may occur. Cask layout, approach direction
-and speed of the airplane, and how accurately a pilot couldedirectthe a',Jneall influence the
geometric possibitiesl.. A realistic threat :miustelci s .'considereda

/ 1,- r°,
•aFa

p2Ab

e?.ZOc..

Figure 2-'1::

The content'o is figure are unclasi . "..-

20
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*tthe64 Jetliner and the Field of Storage Casks (U).
conitents of this figure are unclassified.
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(U) As seen in Figure 2-2, the possibilities for the impact analysis are numerous. The horizontal
angle of approach (0) can vary from perpendicular to the long axis of an individual pad to
parallel to this axis. The impact position along the pad (x) can vary from the first cask to the
fourth cask. The vertical angle of approach (ax) can vary from horizontal to vertical. The vertical
position (h) of impact can vary from the bottom of the cask to above the top (initial impact on the
top surface rather than the side). Within the scope of this study, it is not possible to assess the
vulnerability of the storage cask array to all possible impacts (in a complete vulnerability
assessment all possible impacts and variations in the airplane and impact speed would be
considered). Multiple analyses were performed in this study to evaluate a broad range of
possibilities. Despite all the geometric possibilities discussed above, the post-impact thermal
environment is nearly independent of the impact scenarios reviewed in this report.

(U) In the main body of this report, only one reasonable scenario is discussed in detail. The
reasoning for choosing the scenario and relationships between the chosen scenario and other
possible scenarios are also given. The detailed results for the structural and thermal analyses are
given in the Appendices. In addition, the appendices discuss other analyses that support the
review of other scenarios and the codes and material nmodels used.--,

.2.1.1 AnalysesPerformed (U)

_(U) Numerous analyses were performed for this study., Parametric studies helped finalize
..parameters used in the study, analyses were performed. to understand how the results-would-'
change with varying impact orientations, and some analyses were performed to support model

ý-development. Details of most of these analyses are provided in the appendices. All of these
analyses helped establish the final realistic scenario to examine- the potential vulnerabilities of a
field of storage casks.

2.1.1.1 Global and Local Structural Analyses (U)

(U)- Global analyses were performed to determine the resulting force on individual casks in the
impacted field and the exit velocities of impacted casks. This was important in understanding the
jetliner-to-cask momentum transfer required to evaluate cask-to-cask impacts. Approximately 15
analyses were performed using the Eulerian shock physics code, CTH, to model the jetliner. and

Iimpacted casks. Parametric studies were performed to verify. material property parameters, .
modelingtechniques, and impact orientation issues (see Appendix A).

(U) Euierian codes model materia!flowing• through the model mesh. Therefore, a mesh-that
encompasses the whole jetliner model becomes an extremely large and time-consuminganalysis
to Complete. Since oY a portion of t' jetliner's ass can interact wih a. single casku i••:ri g

.... . alg wask. neoi

seqen analses

loieýth _.ý ýf 6" 22.....
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the simplified jetliner model was used for the global analyses. Material parameters for both the
airplane and the HI-STORM cask are provided in Appendices A and B.

(U) Since there is some uncertainty involved in determining the material properties of the casks
and, the jetliner, a small number of parametric analyses were performed to determine the
influence that the cask's concrete and steel prppe si:ad the jetliner's fuselage properties had

~p~~4 frcan elocities-of the cs~

.. .. .,..

is tpe oana ses an b a calle gesirig ̀ CTH.'` The6refore, ~
wa.. erformed to evaluate the best method of incorporating the pad beneath the

cask.-:,

(U) The various analyses performed as part of the global analysis for this study are discussed *-i . .. .
more detail in Appendix A. The analyses discussed above resulted in the finalizing of the global
analyses parameters used in the final global analyses, discussed below. \These analyses provided
the resulting average force as a function of time oil the cask -and the cask' velocity as a function of
time and displacement used for detailed local analyses of the cask integrity. "

(U) Local analyses were- then conducted to examine vulnerabilities of the cask -system (the
overpack and the MPG) in detail. These analyses were used to determine the cask integrity and
can be divided into three categories:

1. Hard component impact,
2. Cask-to-Cask impact, and
3. MPC evaluation.

- A Va ieyof" inipa -ct )i
orenatnswere ,exaMdin or-each component.Te engine ipc were examined using. a
engine force time history loading function, developed from testdat a of jet engine impacts into
concrete wall panels (see Appendix A) and- additionally examined using an FE model of the
engine.

* "- . -'~p.2.3

in

the j etlner into the field of casks results in subsequent caskto-cask inp•acts
t event (i.e.,, while the jetliner is still interacting with thefield of casks) and
velocity of the casks afterwards. In this report this residual velocity is termed
ace it is the velocity from which the cask exits the initial jetliner impact event.

CONFMENTLM6
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(U) To explore the vulnerability of the

(U) .Details of a]J the calculations are provided in the appendices and, for those calculations that

support the selected scenario, are provided in the body of this report.

2.1.1.2 Thermal Analyses (U)

(U), The attacks on the World Trade Center (WTC), Pentagon, and the crash, in Pennsylvania on
September 11, 2001, did: not result in long duration-jet fuel fires. For the World Trade Center
attacks, it is estimated that the jetliner fuel that did not burn in the initial fireball was consumed
in less than 5 minutes (FEMA, 2002). If one considers the attack on the Pe..t..o....jetliner

(U) 'nAddition to the experiences from, the September 11ith attacks, other studies spport the
conclusion, that long duration' fires from this type -of event are 'uhlke'ly., Fisher et A. '(1990)
`pres'en'ted':data that sugges thiatJ io iesdtotnr It--r ý'h' q 'airpldne

INZ~c

(U) As stated above,- the experiences of the S'eiember Ii1th attacks and previous studies suggest
that.the pooling of fuel for the scenario considered is very unlikely. In addition, the casks and
any jet fuel not burned in the initial fireball will have a velocity due to the jetliner impact.- ý The
casks and the fuel will come to rest at some location. However, it is unlikely that a pool of fuel
and a cask will end up co-located. Thus, a long-duration, co-located pool fire is deemed not a

24
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Ex, 2-

p2%5

2.2 Analysis of the Field of Storage Casks for the
Selected Scenario (U)

(U) With the scenario established, the following. sections discuss in detail the analyses that
evaluate the vulnerability of a field of HI-STORM casks to this scenario. The analysis
methodology follows what was discussed previously in Section 1.3.

25
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2.2.1 Structural Analysis of the Selected Scenario (U)

(U) As discussed in Section 1.3 and in detail in Appendix A, the structural analyses were
decoupled (global and local analyses) to evaluate the response of the cask array to an impact by a
jetliner. The global, analysis evaluated the momentum transfer of the jetliner to the cask. This
was followed by'a local analysis that evaluated the containment of the cask system.

2.2.1.1 Global Analyses for the Selected Scenario (U)

(U) The goal of this global analysis was to determine the following: (1) the momentum imparted
to a single cask by the impacting jetliner, (2) the cask velocity as a function of time during the
event, and (3) the load history on the caski The CTH Eulerian shock physics code was used to
conduct the analysis. The CTH family of codes encompasses the mesh generation, analysis
modules, and post-processing software for the analysis of transient, large deformation, and/or
problems involving strong shocks. CTH is a well-established code used for numerous defense-
related applications. Of interest here are impact applications. CTH has been used extensively for
anti-armor and hypervelocity.impact applications, where impact velocities are typically greater
than 1 km/s (e.g., see Hertel, 1992; Kmetyk and Yarrington, 1994; and Wilson, et al., 1998).
There has been limited extension of CTH to lower impact velocity regimes (e.g., see Silling,
1992). A more thorough discussion of CTH and how it:was used-for-this problem is given in
Appendix A..

(U) Given the size and complexity of the problem'being modeled, simplified representations of
the airplane and cask were considered to approximate the momentum transfer and resultant cask
velocity. When considering large cask arrays, the initial airplane impact can lead to subsequent•
cask-to-cak interaction. The outcome of the global analysis was used to provide a set of initial
conditions for the detailed local analyses. Figure 2-3 shows the T iner used
for te analysis. The model in the .figure shows' te complete jetliner.

26
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1'

Figure 2-3. Full Jetliner Model used in CTH Analysis (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

*j7~9
~9 -- 9

Figure 2-4. Simplified CTH Jetliner Model Impacting a Single Cask (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) The CTH analysis of a horizontal impact into a single HI-STORM cask was performed to
determine the average force as a function of time on the cask and the velocity of the cask as a
function of time. This analysis also enabled determining of the cask velocity as a function o its
translation. Figure 2-5 shows results of the CTH analysis of the jetliner impacting the casks i

2_71i
27
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Figure 2-7. Cask Horizontal Velocity as a Function of Time
(U).

(1 mph = 0.447 mis)

The contents of this figure are classified C.

(U)To verify the exit: velocity calculated using the CTH code,
performed to calculate the exit velocity based on conservation of moi
calculation are given in Appendix A.

a simple calculation was
nentumn The details nf this

$61
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iorizonatal Velocity as a Function of Displacement (1 mph =
28 ft) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figur'e 2-9. ClearSpacing Distances
Layot (U).
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Table 2-1. Cask Velocity as a Function of Separation Distance (U).
this table are classifiedC.

6~~ 6/1.q/ x

2.2.1.2 Local Analyses for the Selected Scenario (U)

(-U) Detailed FE analyses were performed to evaluate the cask overpack and MPC response to
determinieif t hre W6iild'be&a release caused by the loadings imparted tothe cask from-ajeti ..
impact into the field of storage casks. Complete details of the analysis results are provided in the
appendices. Material properties were based on values from the Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
(Holtec International 200Q),-and where actual test data for material properties-was' found, this '
was used. Pýp trsjlike force and velocity were -taken from the global analysis discussed -n:h -
previous setio•ia-nd applied in these 16cal analyses of the cask. Presented below are:the analyses
that were pigformed- in.suport of the scenario discussed in Section 2.1.2.:. Other analyses&wer6.e:- ,-,

r .performed.•t uld be_ applied to other possible scenari0s. These other analyses-helped •iefy
the Appropriateness of the FE /model, bound:potential vurabilities, and provide insight into the

(L~~44~

-.33bh
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a a second cask using the force:time-history'developed from the global analyses discussed
in Section 2.2.1.1.

(U) The force time-history applied to. 0. cask impacted by the jetliner is shown in Figure 2-6.
The "ing is applied to the FE mo h_ in the form of pressure, to the zones shown .in Figr
2-10

I ~J fl

62~

~9/i.

(71 &Y~~

Figure 210.: Loading Zones for Force Time-History of Jetliner (U).
..Thecontents of thi-s'figure are unclassified.

(U) To pioduce the pressure necessary to represent the net total CTH loadin

34
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Figure 2-11. -:Cask-to-Cask FE Model with Jetliner Pressure Force Time-,
* History (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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'p
Hard Component Impact Analysis for the

:36
In addition, the black box trom the jetliner (wich is housed in the tail of

V9 found-1near the-nose landing gear in the wreckage, indicating that the jetliner
beak u•• pý and crush, with the mass coming to a rest near the farthest point of
ASCE, 2003). National Transportation and Safety Board (NTSB) reports of
Les' also cite the hard components of the airplane as being found separated from the
penetraing significantly into soil (e.g., NTSB, 2000). .

36
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'6'A

Ated Deformed limages of Whole Jetliner Loading of the Cask-to-
MI~Stss'Cbtours for the Steel. and Damage Parameter for

jA fthe Mdl(I M"Pa = 145 psi) (U).
he onntof this figure are unclassified.
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Figure 2-13. Resulting Velocity a Acceleration of the Two Casks in the Cask-to-
Cask Impact with t Jetliner Pressure 1 mis 2 2.4 mph) (U)

The ontets6o this figr are classified C.
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direct determination of the fuel rod behavior, but assesses the loads that the assemblies apply to
the canister. Modeling the MPC internals in this manner was considered representative of either
PWR or BWR fuel. This analysis does not provide enough detail to determine the loads the fuel
rods or basket would apply to the MPC canister. Analysis with detail such as this is beyond the
resolution of this study.

2

/
I
I
I
/
I

~,~i

-Figure 2-25.. Schematic .of Gap Between MPC and~the Overpack (U). - -

h_:Te contents of this figure are unclassified.

•(U) The materfiat oV. teanister boy is odeled using the ductile tearing model in PRONTO3D
(Welman adS renneri 1992; -Wýe.an et al, 1993; Stone and Wellman, 1993). This is a
power-lawhdening model with a ductile failure criterion. The ductile failure criterion is based
on an evolution equation in whicfh'h::Ihe plastic strain increment, scaled by the stress ratio,
accumulates until a critical value is reached, at which point the ductile tearing is initiated. This
scalar parameter is the ductile i ng, Parameter (TP). The evolution equation for this parameter
is as follows:

47
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1 4

Tp EPi 2(cOmax)
0 •3(cmax -- • )r

where is the plastic strain, c0max is the maximum principal stress, and arm is the mean

(hydrostatic) stress

am -= ( "22 + 0 3 3 )3

(U) The integral accumulates plastic strain only when the maximum ýprincipal stress -is positive,

as indicated by. the Heaveside function brackets, (). Thus, plastic strain with. a negative

maximum principal stress causes no change in the values of TP..

(U) The critical value, of TP for a particular material is established by analyzing a tensile test
specimen. The TP for the specimen is then calculated using the computed stress state from the
FE model and substituting the strain-to-failure, -f, as the upper integration limit. This provides

a critical value of TP, which can be used to predict failure in other analyses. The strain-to-fail is

48
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nputed from the reduction in area of the tensile specimen in the actual tensile test.

i The FE model of the MPC is presented in Figure 2-27, with a detailed view of the canister
:11 and lid weld region presented in Figure 2-28. There is a plane o_.s mmetryvthrou-h the

r tý:fvtic nf .hea.ir hody •n onlv half of the crani.qter i. modeled'

'Cl

Figure 2-27. Canister FE Model (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Canister Shell

Canister Lid

, Can ister J-Weld Canister Shell

(a) (b)

Figue 228.A Detailed View of Caniste 'r Lid Weiod-
The contents of this figurieýeiaun

'Pig u rIe,2720.~

On (U).
ified.
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Figure 2,36.

s of this figure are unclassified. f -ýý--3 ý I
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Figure 2-39.
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contefits of this figure'are unclassified.'
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2.12 .Thermal Analysis for the Selected

previous discussion in Section.11
ving impact is not deem-ed a' credibve•tiiff
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2. 2.3.2.1

(U) Because an ORIGEN calculation provides output for over 800 radionuclides, I
radionuclides in the ORIGEN output was reduced by dividing the 10-year cooleda i
radionuclide by its A2 value (IAEA, 1987; CFR) and then selecting the smailes
normalized curie amounts that yielded a sum greater than 99.9 percent of the-sum'
normalized curie amounts. This procedure reduced the ORIGEN output set
radionuclides to a-much--smaller set of 12 radionuclides that are impOiti-ta for.' the.estimatio, of": 1H
radiological health effects.

(U) Seven radionuclides were added to this initial reduced set of 12 radionucliide&s i_.veý. :e..7
radionuclides, Ru-106, Cs-134, Ce-144, Pm-147, and Eu-154, were addedsothat alil of the
inventories used in this study contained the same set of radionuclides. Next, in order to ha
noble gas in the inventory, although eliminated by the A2 screen, Kr-85, the noblegas witth
largest curie amount in the ORIGEN inventory for 10-year cooled high burup spentp B ei ull
was added to the reduced set of radionuclides using the Ci amount calculated.by ORiGEN
Finally, Co-60 was added to the reduced set of radionuclides so that release: of Co-6" d to the
spallation of CRUD- (Hazelton,.1987) from rod surfaces could be addressed..

(U) Co-60 is formed by activation of Ni-60. Ni-60 is a constituent of Zircalo'y, e, al1y6from
which fiuel rod cladd'g is fabricated, and also of the CRUD (Hazelton, 1••87)d•p•ts -that formon ýfel roO d cladding surfaces during reactor operation. BecauseCo-60 .th rit.fo'med -b
activatioi•iof the Ni-60 conituient -of the alloy from which fuel rod 'cladding is'nirnufac'tue'd
cannot escape f•ro'mhe : cladding matrix, while Co-60 that is formed by activation of Ni60• in
CRUD can b e re6e1 a b•a' y spie: lation of these deposits from cladding.surfaces, the Co- 60
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inventory calculated by ORIGEN for activation of constituent Ni in cladding was replaced by an
estimate of the amount of Co-60 in CRUD. This estimate was developed as follows' If the peak
surface concentration at discharge of 595 pCi/cm2 for Co-60 in CRUD on average burnup BWR
spent fuel• rods (Sandoval, 1991b) is assumed to apply to the total surface area of all of the rods
in one GE 8x8 fuel assembly, then the Co-60 discharge inventory for that assembly will be about
60.6 Ci. Then, if high-burnup fuel is in the reactor for 5 cycles and average burnup for 3 cycles,
at discharge there will be 5/3 more CRUD on high-burnup rods than on average brup rods.
Further, decay will reduce Co-60 amounts by 0.5 during each. successive 5-yr period.. Lastly,
measurements of the variation of CRUD layer thickness with position on spent fuel rods (Lukic,
2003) indicate that dCRUD,Av/dCld,M.x = 0.3. Thus,

Co-60 = Idischarge(dCRUD,Av/dCRUD,Max)(burnup factor)(decay factor)

- (60.6 Ci)(0.3)(5/3)(0.5) 2(3.7x10'° Bq/Ci) = 2.80x10 11 Bq

(U) Table 2.2 lists the final reduced set of 19 radionuclides and gives the amoun
in Becquerels in one high-burnup, General Electric, 8x8, ten-year cooled, spent f

15C, a1

Table 2.2. Radionuclide In-ventory (Bq) of Oi
Cooled, sPEntFuel A

The contents of this table

,gh-Bur•nup, BWRI6, 8x8,Ten-Year

unclassified.
Nuclide Amount (Bq) I Nuclide Amount (Bq) ' Nuclide Amount (Bq) I

Co-60 2.80E+1 1 ce-i44 7.47EP+1' 1'" Pu-241 7.70E+14
Kr-85 4.07E+13 Pm-147 4.96E+13 Am-241 1.77E+13
Sr-90 5.OOE+14 Eu-154 6.11E+13 Am- 242m 2.90E+11
Y-90 5.OOE+14 Pu-238 5.85E+13 Am-243 4.51E+11
Ru-106 4.29E+12 Pu-239 2.75E+12 Cm-243 4.44E+1 1
Cs-134 7.55E+13 Pu-240 5.11E+12 Cm-244 8.33E+13
Cs-137 • 8.14E+14

j~5ot~)
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e 2-41. -Peak Tensile Strains-and Rod-to-Ro Pich
iph) Side Imnpactof ýa Mode~lof',One .Ha'lf of One 15x1
Fulel. Assemb~ly (U).

The, contents of this figue are unclassifi

20,Personal cc~mmiiunicafion.
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(U) B WR .SpOent Fuel. ForIa GE 8x8 fuel assembly that contains 63 fuel rods and one water rod,reasonablle values (Transnuclear, 2000a; H6oltec, June 2000c; Holtec, April .2000; Sanders,!992b)i forthre length, o.d. cladding thickness, and pitch of these fuel rods; the diameter and theactive fuel length of the fuel pellets in one of these rods; and the height and number of fuel rodspacers are L 0d = 405 cm, outer drod = 1.25, cm, tclacijng = 0.085 cm (and thus inner drod 1.08cm),. 4it6h 1= .626 cm, dpiet = !,.06 cm, Lpelets = 366 cm,,hp.acr 4.13 cm, and nspacers 7 (andthus the distance, between spacers, Lspa5cr 58 cm =405 cmi7).

(U) S.p••eSpnt Fuel .Pllet' Properties. During reactor operation, compression of fuel. cladding ah dswelling aid-cracrking of the fuel pellets in a fuel rod largely eliminates the rod's fuel-claddingg and "creates an internal network of cracks inside of the pellets that has a free volume about-qualtothev'• volume of the fuel-cladding gap in fresh fuel. Abrasion during insertion of-thepellets into the rod and vibration during reactor operation causes fuel fines to formi on pelletexternal surfaces and also on pellet crack surfaces. In high-burnup spent fuel pellets, capture ofepith!eal: neutrons by Uranium atoms in the pellet rim produces a friable layer of fuel fines onthe, outer, surfaceýof each pellet. Measurements indicate that the thickness of this friable rim
:lyer (tB)i hi BWR Spent fuel is about 150 gm (Manzel,2002; Einziger, 2004;-Manzel, 2000).

(U) Becau the body and the:."rim.ofhigh burnup spent fuel pellets have quite differentnmorphologies (Manzel,2002; Th•mas, 1992; Spino, 1996), release of noble gases and of fuelfines from these- tworegions of•• high burnup pellet will be quite different. Like fresh U0 2
p'" lts, the bod:•of hiely regions g urn spent fuel pellets consist of sintered 10 9xm U0 2

61
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particles. The voids and the internal crack network that form in pellet bodies cause these body
regions to have porosities of 5 to 10 percent (Einziger, 2004; Manzel, 2000; Spino, 1996). For
spent fuel pellets with burnups of 55 to 60 GWd/MTU, during reactor operation, about 8 percent
of the noble .gas atoms generated by the decay of fission products diffuse to particle grain
boundaries and then escape to the rod free volume through the pellet's internal crack network
(Einziger, 2004; Manzel, 2000).

(U) In the rim layer, 0.1 to 0.3 gm subgrains are- generated by the recrystallization of U0 2 and
gas atoms in subgrain interiors migrate to subgrain boundaries, where they accumulate in
micropores that were formed by clustering of lattice vacancies (Manzel,2002; Thomas, 1992;
Spino, 1996). Increase of gas pressure with time in these micropores is relieved by growth of
micropore volumes (Manzel,2002) (release of the energy stored in the pressurized gas in the
micropore creates additional micropore surface by breaking U-O bonds at subgrain boundaries
and by plastic deformation of subgrain boundary surface). Measurements (Manzel, 2000; Spino,
1996) show that the porosity of the rim layer ranges from about .10 to 20 percent writh 15 percent
being typical of fuel with burnups of 60 to 70 MWd/kgU (Einziger, 2004; Manzel, 2000; Spino,
1996). Therefore, Fpores,rim = 0.15.

(U) Because distances to grain boundaries are so short in rim layer subgrains, noble gas atoms
formed by fission product decay migrate efficiently to rim layer subgrain boundaries.
Consequently, 90 percent of the noble gas atoms formed in the pellet rim layer are contained in
the micropores that have formed on subgrain boundaries (Manzel, 2000;). Because the impact
forces caused by the jetliner/cask and cask/cask impacts will fracture only a small portion of the
grain boundaries associated with the U0 2 subgrains that comprise the rim layer, release of noble
gases from the rim layer due to impact fracturing should not be substantial.

(U) The volume of fuel pellets in a single BWR rod and the volume of the rim layer on these
pellets are given by Vpeiiets = 7c(dpeiiet/2) 2Lactive and Vrim = Ndpe11ettrimLactive, and thus
VrimNVpenets=4trim/dpei1et = 4(150 jtm/1.057 cm) = 0.057. But the capture of epithermal neutrons,
that causes the rim layer to form, doubles the concentration of radionuclides in the rim layer
compared to their concentration in the pellet body (Einziger, 2004). Thus, about 11.3 percent of
the total radionuclide inventory in the pellets in a rod resides in the friable rim layer of these
pellets and the remaining 88.7 percent of the total inventory is contained in the body of the
pellets. Accordingly,

FRC,k =(0.113)(rim release k) + (0.887)(body release k)
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,(IJ) The ORIGEN calculationi'described, above- shows that one GE, 8x8, 10-year coo!e d, highiburnup .BWR spent, fuel assembly Contains 90 g of Kr and 1436 g of Xe. Therefore,"iit:j thennumber of moles of fission productnoblegases in a single BWR rod, is

ntow = [(90 g/83 g mole-') + (1436 g/131 g mole&)]/(63 fuel rods per assembly) =0..

(U) As noted above, about, 10
high burnup spent, JfI etes

noble gas.
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(IJ) erefore, when "applied to Ahe rim layer of high burnup spent fuel pellets; 'the' T
Handbook equation was modified by letting"

+tXUp'ores I .
0U-~1

e The stored ex
(chun1g,-2003)-
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where Pi and Pf are the initial pressure of the gas and the pressure after depressurization, V is the
volume of the gas vessel, and y = Cp/Cv =1.65 for Xe.

(U)Por6e pressure can be calculated using the ideal gas law by setting V equal to the rim layer
voluna time, the porosity of the rim layer and letting n equal the number of moles of fission
product noble gases in the rim layer. Thus,

RT
Ppore ý irinF .V

poresjltfl. nm
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(U), Third, becauseh~e noble gas filled pores in the rim are located on subgrain boundaries, an '
alternative valuefor then'umber of pores per cm3 in the rim layer can.be estimated'as the product
of the two dimensional pore density and the subgrain surface area per cm3 of rimnlaye-r.I Because
the rim subgrains are cubes with an average side length of about 0.2 pim, the .Volume• ofa a
subgrain is 0.008 i.m3 = 8x10]5 cm 3, the number of subgrains per cm 3 of rim :ayer is I1
cm 3/(8xl0a cCm3) = 1.25x10'4, and Asubgrains, the subgrain surface area per cm3 , is the number ofsubgrains per cm times the surface area of one subgrain divided by two, since each subgrain
face is shared by another subgrain. Thus, Asubgamins = [1.25xl014 subgrains/mm3i][6(P.2 in) 2]/2
1.5xj013 •tm 2=cm 3, and the number of pores per cm 3 is the number "of pores per jim 2 times } the , .subgrain surface area per cm3 = (0.1 pores/pam2)(1.5xl0' 3 im2/cm3) = 1.5xl0'2 pores/cm 3, which
is about a factor of 15 larger than the value of 9.12x1010 pores per -cm 3 developed by Spino et al.
(Spino,. 1996).
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3 Conclusions (U)
(U) A large airplane attack On a field of dry spent nuclear fuel casks was evaluated. A range of
airplane attack speeds was considered, as well as angle of attack and location of attack on the
specific targets. Although numerous attack scenarios were considered, a single attack scenario
was selected as being realisticý anddrepresentaive o0 different attack scenarios for comprehensive
evaluation. Parameters for the selected attack scenario were defined based on previous work
done for the reactor vulnerability study, evidence from the Septembe•i1•, 2001 attacks, and

sur feYsof historical plaiie.;accidein,,ts.-

(U) Thee selected scenario ýfor the storage casks bounded a wide range of attack parameters.
isuprting naflysei` i Appendix A show that cask r.esponse results are relatively insensitive to
th& attack scenario. Various angles of attack and locations of attack on the target were analyzed.
Resultat cask and fuel responseswere similar to the selected scenario case.
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Appendix A: Structural Analysis (U)

A.1 Introduction (U)
(U) The following appendix discusses most of the structural analyses performed for the review
of the HI-STORM dry storage cask (Holtec International, 2000). Appendix B discuses some
additional structural analyses performed in support of the HI-STORM cask review. The analysis
methodology, threat, and a brief explanation of some of the tools are discussed in this section.
The details of the analyses are discussed in the remainder of this appendix.

A.1.1 Structural Analysis Methodology (U)
(U) The structural analysis for this study was performed in a two-stage effort that included
global analyses of a jetliner impacting the cask and local analyses of hard jetliner components
impacting specific locations on. the cask overpacks. This methodology is shown schematically in
Figure A-1 for a field of storage casks. Due to the complicated nature of the jetliner/cask
interactions involved in the impact scenarios, this was considered the only feasible approach.
Even using massively parallel computers associated with state-of-the-art methodology, these
analyses test the limits of computing resources and methodology. The computer code used to
perform the global analyses was originally developed for hypervelocity impacts (I km/s
(3200 ft/s) or greater) of relatively hard missiles into relatively soft targets. The application
discussed in this appendix involves the impact of relatively soft missiles (the jetliner) into
relatively hard targets (the spent fuel casks) at lower velocities than the code was originally
developed to examine. The application of the codes to problems such as these is expected to
provide reasonable global estimates of damage to the cask and the jetliner.

(U) The decoupling of the analyses into the global and local analyses is consistent with the
methodology outlined in the Department of Energy (DOE) standard, Accident Analysis for
Aircraft Crash into Hazardous Facilities, (DOE, 1996) and with the methodology outlined in the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) manual, Structural Analysis and Design of Nuclear
Plant Facilities (ASCE, 1980). There are numerous references in both of these sources that
support this methodology. A critical review of this approach as applied to nuclear power plants
(NPPs) can be found in Kot et al. (1982).

(U) The global analyses were performed to gain insight into issues such as the maximum exit
velocity, tipping, sliding, and deformation/damage to the cask due to the total impacting mass of
the jetliner. The exit velocity gives the speed of the cask after the impact of the jetliner.

(U) In general, previous studies of airplane impacts into targets like buildings were performed
using force time histories. These force time-histories were developed for deformable missiles
(jetliner, in this case) impacting rigid surfaces. The force time history can be divided into two
components. A portion of the forcing function is due to the crushing strength of the airplane and
the other portion is due to the rate of change of the airplane momentum is (the inertial force).
Previous studies have shown that for the global response of an airplane impact into a structure,
the inertial force is the most significant portion of the loading (Riera, 1968, 1980; ASCE, 1980;
Kot et al, 1982; Wolf et al, 1978). This is demonstrated clearly in ASCE (1980), where the force

A-1
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a) The Problem: A large jetliner impact into a field of casks.

A

A4b
(K'

b) The Solution, Step I - Global Analysis: Analysis of the jetliner 'and
its associated hard components impacting a single cask. Examine
global effects of the impact and determine the velocity of the cask.

c) The Solution, Step 2 - Local Analysis: Analysis of jetliner hard
component impacts into a cask. Examine cask integrity.

Structural Analysis Methodology (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Figure A-I.

A-2
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time history fun.ction was developed for a specific airplanej

J This resulted in "little ettect on the tinal results" ASCE (1980).

(U) The computational power to model the airplane and structure has only recently become
feasible. Analyses such as those described in Section A.2.1, where the airplane is modeled, are
more sophisticated methods to apply force to the structure.'

I tie model incorporates
both the stiffness and the mass of the jetliner.

1

~-/. 7

A- b

A~~G

(U) The global analysis is then followed by local analyses of the impact of jetliner hard
components into the spent fuel cask. F

SThis is typical of the

airplane parts in a crush zone.

(_) This local analysis methodology is described in (DOE, 1996; ASCE, 1980; Kot et at., 1982).

I Landing gear ana

engines from the jetliners that attacked the World Trade Center (WTC) buildings preceded
though the widths of the buildings and fell four to six city blocks from the buildings (FEMA,
2002). The nose landing gear of the jetliner that attacked the Pentagon was found to have
penetrated as far as the third ring of the Pentagon (91 m (300 ft) into the building, the furthest
exten-t of the damage). In addition, the black box from the jetliner (which is housed in the tail)
was found near the nose landing gear in the wreckage, indicating that the jetliner continued to
break up and crush with the mass coming to rest near the farthest point of penetration (ASCE,
2003). National Transportation and Safety Board (NTSB) reports of airplane crashes also cite
the hard components of the airplane as being found separated from the wreckage and penetrating
significantly into soil (e.g., NTSB, 2000).

A.1.2 Structural Impact Threat (U)

4

I
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(U) The specific Iayouitf~or. a field of storage casks can result in many. possible impact
orientations and cask-t-cask impacts.. Section A.2 discuss analyses of many possibilities. The

analyses were conducted to explore the possible vulnerabilities to different impact scenarios. As
discussed in the main body ofdt § -report, analyses described in this and the other--appendices
have been applied to explore a realistic scenario.

(At

A.1.3 Analysis Tools (U)
(U) Two types of computer codes are used for the structural analysis of a large jetliner
impacting the nuclear spent fuel dry storage casks. For the global analysis discussed in Section
A.2. 1, the Eulerian shock physics code CTH is employed. CTH was developed to texamine
complex phenomena surrounding shock physics. It can analyze penetration and perforation,
compression, high explosive detonation and initiation phenomena, hypervelocity impacts, and
model complex large-deformation plastic flow phenomena. It uses an Eulerian mesh to solve the
conservation equations. Finite-volume approximations are used to solve the governing equations
of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy. It runs in a massively parallel environment
and has been used extensively at SNL and at other institutions. Although the code was
developed for higher velocity applications, there has been some benchmarking for velocities in
the range of the current scenarios (Silling, 1992). A more detailed description of CTH can be
found in Section A.2.1.3.

A-4
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(U) Most of the detailed local analyses, discussed in Section A.2.2, were conducted using the
explicit finite element (FE) code Pronto3D (Taylor, 1989). This is a 3D, solid dynamics FE code
that uses a Lagrangian formulation with explicit time integration. It was developed to analyze
large deformations of highly nonlinear materials subjected to extremely high strain rates. The
code was developed at SNL and has been used extensively at SNL for a large variety of
applications. One set of FE calculations discussed in Section A.2.2.5.2 used the Presto FE code
(Koteras, 2003). This is a new SNL FE code for the same applications as Pronto3D, but it
developed specifically for a parallel computing framework.

(U) Detailed structural information on commercial jetliners is difficult to obtain. There is a
continual effort at SNL to improve these models. The current model of the jetliner was
developed by a review of the open literature. Although some improvements could potentially be
made, it is believed that this model is representative of a jetliner and has been used extensively
for many of the current vulnerability studies being conducted at SNL.

(U) Model for the casks was derived from the certification Safety Analysis Report (SAR)
(Holtec Intemational, 2000). The SAR provided both the correct geometry and material
descriptions of the casks.

A.2 Structural Analysis of a Jetliner Impacting a Field
of Storage Casks (U)

(U) A jetliner intentionally impacting a field of HI-STORM dry storage casks results in many
possible scenarios of a hard component impacting a cask and subsequent cask-to-cask impacts.
In addition, the total momentum imparted onto a cask or casks must be analyzed. The global and
local analyses conducted on the HI-STORM storage cask are covered in Sections A.2.1 and
A.2.2, respectively. Many scenarios were examined in order to explore the vulnerabilities of
these casks. The likelihood of particular scenarios examined varies. The global and local
analyses combined examine many potential vulnerabilities of the dry storage cask field to an
impact from a large commercial jetliner.

A.2.1 Global Analysis of a Jetliner Impacting a Field of Storage
Casks (U)

A.2.1.1 Introduction (U)

(U) An analysis was conducted to assess the vulnerability of the storage cask to jetliner impact.
The goal of this global analysis was to determine the following: (1) the momentum imparted to a
single cask by the impacting jetliner, (2) the cask exit velocity, and (3) the load history on the
cask. The CTH Eulerian shock physics code was used to conduct the analysis. Given the size
and complexity of the problem being modeled, simplified representations of the jetliner and cask
were considered to approximate the momentum transfer and resultant cask velocity. When
considering large cask arrays, the initial jetliner impact can lead to subsequent cask-to-cask
interaction. The outcome of the global analysis will provide a set of initial conditions for the

A-5
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detailed local analyses. These initial conditions include the cask exit velocity for a cask-to-cask
impact, as well as the angular velocity when cask tip-over occurs.

(U) The CTH analysis is composed of two portions: an initial study and the final analysis. The
purpose of the initial study was to scope out the jetliner impact problem and outline a reasonable
approach for analyzing it. A parameter study was conducted as part of this initial work to
address various modeling issues (e.g., uncertainties associated with modeling jetliner and cask
materials). The conclusions from the initial study helped determine model inputs for the final
analysis. The remainder of this section is devoted to documenting the threat definition, the CTH
analysis methodology, and the results from both the initial parameter study and final analysis.

Table A-1. Initial Global Jetliner Impact Analyses (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

6C_3
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Table A-1. Initial Global Jetliner Impact Analyses (Continued) (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.
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Table A-2. Final Global Analyses (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

Final Draft
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A.2.1.2 Threat Scenario (U)
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The jetliner model was composed of nine major components:

Final Draft

(U)

.r 'q -qa

The masses of these nine major jetliner components are provided in Table A-3. For purposes of
comparison, the weight for the jetliner ranges between 142,420 and 152,410 kg (314,000 and
336,000 lbs) (depending on the model configuration) for Boeing these jetliners at 60% maximum
structural payload and 80% usable fuel (Boeing, 1989).

,q-qb

Figure A-2.. FE Model of Jetliner (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

A-9
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Table A-3. Mass of Jetliner Components (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

A.2.1.3 CTH Analysis (U)

A.2.1.3.1 Background - CTH Methodology (U)

(U) The CTH Eulerian shock physics code (McGlaun et al., 1990; Hertel et al.; 1993, and Bell et
al., 2000) was used to perform this global analysis. The CTH family of codes encompasses the
mesh generation, analysis modules, and post-processing software for the analysis of transient,
large deformation, and/or problems involving strong shocks. CTH is a well-established code that
has been used for, numerous defense-related applications. Of interest here are impact
applications. CTH has been used extensively for anti-armor and hypervelocity impact
applications, where impactvelocities are typically greater than 1 km/s (3200 ft/s) (e.g., Hertel,
1992; Kmetyk and-Yarrington, 1994; and Wilson et al., 1998). There has been limited extension
of CTH to lower impact-velocity regimes (e.g., Silling, 1992). A brief overview of the CTH
methodology is provided herein. The reader is directed to McGlaun et al. (1990) and Hertel et
al., (1993) for a more thorough discussion of the CTH methodology.

(U) CTH is an explicit Eulerian code, meaning that the time marching scheme is conditionally
stable with the stable time step determined by the Courant condition. For a given time step, CTH
utilizes a two-step approach for the solution of conservation equations. The two-step solution
approach first involves a Lagrangian step, where the CTH mesh is allowed to deform. This
deformation provides an indication of material motion through the fixed, CTH reference mesh.
The Lagrangian step is followed by a remap step. The remap algorithm advects material
quantities (i.e., the volume fluxes, mass, momentum, and energy) from the deformed Lagrangian
configuration back into the fixed, CTH reference mesh.

(U) The CTH reference mesh is a rectilinear mesh, which is subdivided into cells. For 3-D
applications, the cells are modeled as rectangular parallelepipeds, with the cell faces aligned with
the global Cartesian coordinate system. Over the course of a calculation, material moves through
the fixed, CTH mesh. The Eulerian solution approach does not allow explicit tracking of

A-10
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material interfaces. Specialized interface tracking algorithms have been developed to reconstruct
the material interfaces. The algorithm utilized by CTH is the Sandia Modified Young's
Reconstruction Algorithm (SMYRA) (Bell, 1992). With this algorithm, material interface-s- are
reconstructed based on the volume fraction of material in the cell of interest and its neighboring
cells. The volume fractions indicate the presence or absence of materials in these cells. SMYRA
provides a planar representation of the material interface within a cell.

(U) Impact applications are characterized by transient wave propagation, nonlinear material
response, and large material deformations. In an Eulerian approach, material moves through the
fixed mesh. This is advantageous for modeling large material deformations and it avoids mesh
entanglement issues typically encountered with Lagrangian methods. However, since the mesh
is fixed, there typically exists cell containing multiple materials or material and void. These are
referred to as mixed cellsF . ....

& - -1 1a

~A~lib

A.2.1.3.2 CTH Problem Setup (U)
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5G-1

Figure A-3. Initial Problem Geometry (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) CTH allows a wide variety of options for controlling the calculation. For this analysis, the
multimaterial temperature and pressure model option (romp, frac=l) was specified. This allows
each material to have its own temperature and pressure in a mixed material cell. As momentum
and energy cannot both be conserved during the material advection step, the user must choose
the advection scheme for the energy (momentum is always conserve within CTH). The default
scheme was chosen, which advects the internal energy, but discards any discrepancies in the
kinetic energy.

(U) The CTH mesh was sized to meet the requirements for each calculation. I
ot1O-5 Ri

(U) Materials are inserted into the CTH mesh at startup of the calculation. Material insertion
usually involves defining a body as a set of geometric objects, which are then assigned unique
material identification numbers. A simplified representation of the cask was developed uhich
included the overpack steel shells, top lid, base plate, and concrete.

t The simplified model was thought sufficient for the goais of this analysis, which
were to assess the global response of the cask. CTH also provides a capability for inserting a
hex-meshed FE model into the CTH mesh at startup of the calculation. This provides a
convenient means to insert bodies with complex geometries into the CTH mesh and was used for
inserting the jetliner model.

A-12
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(U) Typically, the resolution of the CTH mesh is derived from the minimum dimension of an
inserted material. In general, one would like to have several cells across the thickness of an
inserted material.

I A much finer
mesh is required to accurately resolve the cask detail. One must trade-off the cost and accuracy
of a calculation. A finer mesh was desired, but was impractical due to increased analysis
turnaround times and limited computational resources.

(U) Before discussing the material modeling, it is useful to outline the evolution of the
calculations described in Table A-4. The initial calculations, CTH-SA and CTH-SA-VI,
consider a simplified jetliner (SA) impacting the cask without any underlying concrete pad or
soil. Essentially, the cask is free-floating in spaceJ,

The purpose of calculations CTH-SA and CTH-SA-V1 was to scope out the
level of difficulty of the calculation and provide some comparison of results based on available
concrete model data. As previously mentioned, the concrete pad under the cask was not
modeled. Consequently, the impact scenario can be roughly equated with assuming frictionless
contact between the cask and the underlying concrete pad. In turn, this provides an estimate of
the cask exit velocity that can be achieved following initial impact (the exit velocity serves as an
initial condition in more detailed analyses addressing cask-to-cask impact presented in Section
A.2.2).

(U) During the course of the initial study, questions arose regarding the adequacy of considering
an SA! . ... .. ....

/ A problem was set up to answer this question. This calculation,
CTH-FA, modeled the impact of the full airplane (FA) against the cask and allowed for direct
comparison with the previous calculations.

/•- I

-13 c~

J
(U) In summary, very little difference was noted between the momentum imparted to the cask
for the SA and FA models..
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fSection A.2.1.4.2 discusses the significance of the participating and non-participating
mass in more detail.. ..

(U) Further excursion calculations were considered, all using the SA model.!

IThe excursion calculations,
CTH-SA-V2 through CTH-SA-MIX3-V2, are summarized in Table A-4 and discussed in more
detail in Section A.2.1.3.4.

Table A-4. Description-ofCTH Calculations (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

44, 2

Calculation
Calculation Description

CTH-SA

CTH-SA-Vl Same-as CTH-SA, except cask concrete modeled-with "tuned" concrete
I model (see Section A.2.1.3.3 for description of tuned model). I

CTH-FA ISame as CTH-SA, except using FA.
CTH-SA-V2

CTH-SA-REV . Same as CTH-SA, except using corrected cask steel material properties.

CTH-SA-MIX3

CTH-SA-MIX5

Same as CTH-SA, with addition of underlying concrete pad and soil.

CTH-SA-MIX3-VI IVariant of CTH-SA-MIX3.
-1 ý _1ý

CTH-SA-MIX3-V.
ý -e__,c,

A-14
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A.2.1.3.3 CTH Material Modeling (U)

Background - CTH Material Models (U)
(U) The CTH material model inputs for the cask and jetliner are provided in Tables A-5 and
A-6. The nomenclature in the tables follows the keyword inputs for CTH, which are defined in
Table A-7. CTH model inputs are in cm-g-sec-eV units. The units in the tables have been
converted to SI, as these are widely accepted by the engineering community.

(U) CTH decouples the material behavior into the dilatational and deviatoric response. The
dilatational response is described by an EOS, while a strength model describes the deviatoric
response. In the CTh terminology, the strength model is referred to as an elastic-plastic (EP)
model. An EOS expresses a relationship between the thermodynamic pressure, density, and
internal energy in a state of equilibrium. An EP model is a plasticity model, designed to capture
the shear-induced response of the material.

(U) CTH supports a wide range of EOS and EP models. The choice of model depends on the
problem and materials involved. The EOS and EP models used in this analysis are defined in
Tables A-5 and A-6. The Mie-Gruneisen EOS is commonly used in shock physics applications,
and describes the pressure response in the material as a linear function of the internal energy.
Porous materials are best represented by a P-oa model. The state variable cc relates the porous
material density to the density of the matrix material. It is used to track the crushing behavior of
the material. The geologic yield surface allows a pressure-dependent yield surface. The Von
Mises yield surface models a rigid, perfectly plastic yield surface. These models are described in
more detail in Bell et al. (2000) and Hertel and Kerley (1998).

(U) Typically, a fracture model supplements the EOS and EP models. For this analysis, a PMIN
model based on a minimum principal stress criterion was considered. With this model, the
material pressure is relaxed to a state prior to fracture whenever the prescribed fracture criterion
is exceeded. This is done with an iterative algorithm that increases the material density until a
consistent relaxed pressure state is achieved, while holding the energy constant. Void is then
inserted into the cell to account for the change in material volume resulting from increasing the
density. The PMIN fracture model is really a spall model, designed to replicate spallation
occurring along free surfaces.

A-15
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Table A-5. CTH Material Parameters for Cask (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

Final Draft

/ -. ,
( - .K .

3 Material data corrected in CTH-SA-REV using CTH library data (Mie-Gruneisen EOS for iron and
Johnson-Cook strength model for carpenter electric iron)!

A- 16
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Table A-6. CTH Material Parameters for Jetliner (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

-\ - . .. . .. . . . . . . . .
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Table A-7. CTH Material Parameter Definitions (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

Material Model Parameter Definitions
Mie-Gruneisen EOS rO - Initial material density

cs - Initial sound speed of material
s I - Linear coefficient in us-up Hugoniot curve
s2 - Quadratic coefficient in us-up Hugoniot curve
gO - Gruneisen parameter
cv - Specific heat

P-ca EOS rO -Void-free density for porous materials
rp - Initial density of porous material
ps - Compaction pressure; pressure at which compaction of porous
material is complete
pe - Elastic pressure; Used to include an elastic region in pore
compaction model, where pe is the minimum pressure .at which pore
compaction begins
ce- Sound speed in elastic pore compaction region
cs, s1, s2, gO, cv - same as Mie-Gruneisen EOS model

Geological Yield yield - The yield strength as the pressure becomes very large
Surface Strength Model yield0 - Yield strength at zero pressure

dydp - The initial slope of the yield surface as a function of pressure at

zero pressure
poisson - Poisson's ratio

Von Mises Yield yield - Yield strength in tension
Surface Strength Model poisson - Poisson's ratio
Fracture Model PMIN, stress - Material fracture with subsequent void insertion based

_- up__n ain'ttmuiprincipal~stress criterion

... .pfrac - fracture stress of material . .

Cask Materials (Uy--
(U) Given the time constraints associated with this analysis, heavy reliance was made on "off-
the-shelf' material inputs that would provide a reasonable approximation of the material
response. KippI provided the baseline material inputs for the cask concrete. This data represents
a fit to multiaxis specimen tests of a conventional strength Portland cement (CSPC) concrete
(Frew, 2001). -- Q Z2

(Typically, multiaxis specimen test data is required to
develop material model inputs.

I eY.

Personal Communication with Marlin Kipp, Sandia National Laboratories, June 2002.
A-18
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J The adjusted model inputs are shown in Table ,A fqb
A-5.

,t~Th /~i&

(Note that the goal is to obtain global estimates of the cask
response. These will serve as initiaT conditions for more detailed studies seeking to answer the
question of cask damage and potential rupture.

I At the onset of this
analysis, material specitications were unavailable. Untortunately, when they did become
available, the yield strength of the steel was not corrected. The SA516, Grade 70 steel used in
the cask has a static yield strength of 262 MPa (38 ksi) and an ultimate strength of 483 MPa
(70 ksi) at ambient conditions. The material model inputs were revised in a later calculation,
CTH-SA-REV, to better match the actual steel and assess the implications of using the higher-
strength steel. Material input data was readily available for a carpenter electric iron (Johnson
and Holmquist, 1989), which appeared to exhibit a comparable hardening response as the
SA516, Grade 70 steel. The steel behavior was modeled using a Mie-Gruneisen EOS for iron
and the Johnson-Cook strength model. The Johnson-Cook model (Johnson and Cook, 1983) is a
phenomenological model; i.e., an isotropic power-law plasticity model for large deformations. It
takes into account both rate and thermal effects. Material, parameters for both the EOS and
strength model were taken from the CTH material library.,

As discussed later, the use of the revised steel properties had little-effect on
the results. This should not be surprising, given the coarse mesh resolution and lack of detail in
the cask model.

,6- ý
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Jetliner Materials (U)

(U) The jetliner. model is a simplified representation of a jetliner. The model developed
represents a current best estimate of the mass distribution and key hard components within the
jetliner. The stiffness of the jetliner structure affects the loading on the cask. The material
model inputs in Table A-6 were developed to replicatethe stiffness of the actual jetliner within
the context of its simiiplified representation.

(U) Considerable effort was expendedp replicate the stiffness of the fuselage skin, as it directly
affects the resulting force on a cask. i

1 The
modified jetliner material can be described as a porous aluminum material.

A, 2o-c

(U) There was one modification to the porous aluipnum material model data used in this study
as compared to previous studies using this model.i

,- 2,o0
This fracture stress is ony valid for tensile stress. There is no

compression fracture limit in the CTH model.

A-20
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i Once again, the goal of this analysis is to assess the global cask
response. Here it is important to match the mass of the jetliner components, which, in turn,_will
provide a more realistic assessment of the momentum transfer between the jetliner and cask.:

Materials Modeling Summary.(U)

(U) Uncertainty in material properties and how these materials are modeled are intrinsic to this
type of analysis, For this study, the cask SAR (Holtec International, 2000) provided guidance for
cask properties. The cask material properties listed in the SAR are typically minimum specified
properties, and do not take into account rate effects for dynamic events such as those examined
in this study. Although jetliner manufacturers have a detailed understanding of the material
properties for their jetliners, these properties are not readily accessible. It is also not clear how
jetliner materials behave under these types of scenarios. It is a relatively new endeavor to
attempt to model jetliner in these types ofscenarios. Given these uncertainties, every attempt
has been made to use realistic values for the material properties to provide the most realistic
behavior of thejetliner and cask in these types of scenarios.

A.2.1.3.4 CTH Analysis Results (U)

Impact Phenomenology (U)

C- r, L ',1

.11b-0-
- ',?I C,

4
4

I

I

ci

L
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I

</g- 2.2-.

A•, 2--.

This analysis looks at the global response, with its results feeding more detailed;
analyses that will make the damage assessment (see Section A.2.2).

L,A- Z-L

Side-On Cask Velocity (U)

I

I
I ý, ý7_k-

h

h

bI
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Figure A4. CTH-FA Calculation (initial analysis velocity), Material Plots at Selected
Times (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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(e) CTH-SA-REV
Figure A-5. Material Plots at 60 msec for Calculations CTH-FA Through CTH-SA-REV,
Initial Study (initial analysis velocity) (U).The contents of this figure are unclassified.

A-24
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/
7
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Figure A-6. Material Plots at 100 msec for Calculations CTH-FA Through CTH-SA-REV,
Initial Study (initial analysis velocity) (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) It is interesting to note the similarity of results in Figure A-7. The differences are small
compared SA calculations. However, there is a small but noticeable difference compared to the
SA and FA calculations. The final cask velocity is slightly less for the FA impact. This is
nonintuitive and likely the result of numerical artifacts in the problem developmenti

A-25
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' Apparently, this effect propagates upstream, causing minor
changes in the velocity held tor material in the impact region.

C(x L .- 1ý71
Iq -qjP

14 - zZ, b
I From an

analysis standpoint, this is significant because it allows a much-reduced problem to be
calculated.

Figure A-7. Cask Side-On Velocity as a Function of Time for Calc61ations CTH-FA
Through CTH-SA-REV, Initial Study (initial analysis velocity) (1 m/s - 2.24 mph) (U).

-..The-contents-of this figure are classified C.x:- -.

&ý 1

(U) Calculations CTH-SA and SA-VI considered the impact of the SA against the cask;
however, the cask concrete material differed for the two calculations.

(U) Calculation CTH-SA-V2 sought to address issues of modeling the fuselage material. In this
calculation, a standard Mie-Gruneisen EOS was used to model the dilatational response using the
same properties for the porous aluminum material (i.e., parameters rp and ps were not defined).
The difference in cask velocity history compared with other SA calculations is small. i

ýx -ý'
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-The cask velocity history is essentially the same as that in the (
CTH-SA and CTH-SA-VI calculations. f -

) C-x Z-- ýý k?
/4-

I
I 6e

2il L-

Figure A-8. Cask Side-On Velocity as a Function of Displacement for Calculations CTH-
FA Through CTH-SA-REV, Initial Study (initial analysis velocity) (1 m/s = 2.24 mph) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Computed Force on Cask (U)
(U) The total force exerted on the cask was also of interest. By virtue of the Principle of Virtual
Work, the forces calculated from the rate of change in momentum of the cask can be equated to
the applied loads. This provides an estimate of the total applied force (f) on the cask, which is
readily computed by

f = d( m v, ) / dt.

4

I

Figure A-9. Total Force on Cask for Calculations CTH-FA Through CTH-SA-REV, Initial
Study (initial analysis velocity) (1 N = 0.22 lb) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

(U) CTH tracers were embedded along the outer cask surface to estimate the localized loading.
Pressure histories at selected locations on the outer cask surface are provided in Figure A-10 for
calculation CTH-SA. These results are representative of pressure histories obtained in the other
calculations. The pressures provide some indication of the interface loading on the cask surface
(a true measure would be given by the normal stress, which cannot be derived from the available
CTH tracer data). The pressures exhibit considerable variability and are difficult to interpret!

A-28
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Figure A-10. Pressures at Selected CTH Tracer Locations, CTH-SA Calculation, Initial
Study (initial analysis velocity) (1 MPa = 145.0 psi) (U).

The contentsof this figure are classified C!

(U) A load distribution can be derived from the total. force in Figure A-9. Using a Riera
approach (Riera, 1968), the total force could be represented as a uniform pressure across a patch
on the target. The -assumed -load distribution could be improved upon by developing a set of
superimposed force-time histories from the total force (e.g., identify separate force histories
associated with each component). These superimposed loadings could then be applied to
different pressure patches, each representing regions impacted by individual jetliner components.
From a vulnerability standpoint, either approach is sufficient as long as the prescribed loading
results in a realistic representation of the threat-target interaction.

(U) Note the differences between a Riera force function and the one derived in this analysis. A
Riera approach assumes a normal impact against a rigid surface. Riera derives a force function
that is dependent on the jetliner impact velocity, the jetliner mass distribution per unit length, and
the load required to crush the fuselage (often referred to as the crush force or buckling load).
The contribution of individual jetliner components to the total force is implicitly derived from
the mass distribution, which is approximated as a line distribution. Simplifying assumptions are
made in the determination of the crush force and mass distribution (see Riera (1968) or Sugano
et al. (1993a) for details). The major difference between a Riera force and that derived here is
the conservatism associated with ijlfpacting a rigid surface.1
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Effects of Underlying Concrete Pad (U)
(U) The concrete7pad underlying the cask will affect the nature of the momentum transfer
between the threat and target. Jetliner debris will be restrained from flowing underneath the
cask, as depicted .in Figure A-11

Translational (slip) velocities ot the casK are also ot interest.

i!-i / ;7

IThe lack of resolution is also responsible
for the non-physical slip behavior noted between the cask concrete and base plate.

Figure A-11. Material Plots at 60 msec, Initial Study (initial analysis velocity) (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

I However, it
is not perfect. This option creates a sticky interface between materials, with slip controlled by
the volume-averaged-s-hear strength of the materials residing in the mixed cell. The treatment Df
mixed cells along the pad surface is problematic. In this region, mixed cells are composed of the
cask concrete, steel base plate, and concrete pad. The coarseness of the mesh causes these
materials to stick together. In turn, the concrete pad rotates with the cask.,

Aq7O
A-h-
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Cask Rotational Velocity (U)

SThe rotation angle is measured from the
vertical and was computed from tracers embedded'at the top and base of the cask. The rotation
angle was differentiated using a central difference scheme to obtain the instantaneous angular
velocity. Tracers were also embedded at the rear comer of the cask to monitor the cask motion
relative to the underlying pad.

2

Ex 2- -7

r L oJO

Figure A-12. Cask Rotation Angle and Angular Velocity, CTH-SA-MIX3, Initial Study
(initial analysis velocity) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

(U) The angular velocity varies considerably with time. Any estimates of the angular velocity
for a cask-to-cask impact problem will depend upon the cask spacing and jetliner impact location
along the height of the cask. For a cask array, it is customary to specify the center-to-center cask
spacing. The spacing can be used to determine the separation distance D between casks as
follows:

D = s -

where S is the center-to-center spacing and dc,,k is the cask diameter. The tip-over angle at
which one cask will impact another, 9 cont,,t, can then be derived as follows:

0 ontact tan-'(D / hck),

where hcask is the height of the cask. For a given jetliner impact location, the tip-over angle can
be compared with the rotation angle in Figure A- 12 to find the time at which contact occurs,
tco,,t,,ac This can be cross-referenced with the angular velocity plot to find the angular velocity at
initial contact, Wcwontac. It is assumed that the cask rotates about a fixed point.
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The slip velocity V,,ip is the translational velocity at the corner of the
cask, which is obtained from CTH tracers embedded near the base of the cask.

Table A-8. Estimates of Cask Angular Velocity as a Function of Cask Separation
Distance for the Initial Set of Analyses (U).

The contents of this table are unclassified.

x-

.o•

The fracture stress of the base material wascialy low to preclude any rotation
of the uiiderlying base material with the cask.

6Ž2

Other than this change, all other CTH inputs were the same as in
CTH-SA-MIX3.

(U) The angular velocity depends on the jetliner's impact location along the height of the cask.
intuitively, the higher the impact point on the cask, the greater the angular velocity of the cask.

r X -_
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Figure A-13. L ]1The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) Material plots at 60 msec for the two calculations are provided in Figure A-14. The dense,
base material coupled with its low fracture stress allows the cask to rotate freely. The calculated
rotation angle and angular velocity for the two calculations are provided in Figure A-15.

C . ?

Figure A-14. Material Plots at 60 msec, Initial Study (initial analysis velocity) (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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The contents of this figure are classified C.

A.2.1.3.5 Uncertainties in the CTH Analysis (U)

(U) The goal of the CTH vulnerability analysis is to estimate the global response of the cask,
thus providing initial conditions for more detailed analyses modeling cask-to-cask interaction.
The initial study sought to scope out the problem, and outlines a reasonable approach for
analyzing jetliner impact. The initial study also exposed a number of uncertainties in the CTH
analysis.

(U) Given the size and complexity of the problem being modeled, simplified representations of
the jetliner and cask were considered to approximate of the momentum transfer. The size of the
problem also made it necessary to rely on a fairly coarse mesh. A finer mesh was desired, but
was impractical due to increased analysis turnaround times and limited computational resources.
The coarse mesh will affect the accuracy of the solution; however, it is not expected to
drastically affect quantities in the global response calculations, such as the total momentum.' The
loss of accuracy associated with using the coarse mesh is expected to affect localized response
calculations, such as determination of cask damage and breach. These determinations are best
made using a structural analysis code, with the results of the present CTH analysis providing the
initial and/or boundary conditions.

(U) Aside from meshing issues, there are other sources of uncertainty in this analysis. These
uncertainties include (1) geometric errors associated with the simplified cask and jetliner models,
(2) material response modeling, and (3) impact conditions. The jetliner modeling is believed to
present the greatest source of uncertainty in the analysis. Errors associated with modeling
jetliner component location and geometry are believed to be the primary source of uncertainty in
this analysis. This statement is substantiated by the calculated force history, where there is a
direct correlation between the load history and the time at which jetliner components impact the
cask. r

A-34 ."
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(U) In contrast to the jetliner, there are detailed descriptions available for the cask. However,
only a simplified representation was considered in the global analysis.

There is obviously room for
improvement in the cask model, particularly in the representation of the MPC.

~Lz

(U) Variations associated with the material modeling appear to be a second-order effect in this
analysis. Calculations CTH-SA-V1, CTH-SA-V2, and CTH-SA-REV support this conclusion,
as these were run specifically to address variations in material modeling. With the level of
refinement used in this study, there is no apparent effect on the global behavior of the cask due to
small variations in the material properties.

6? 0"

Section A.2.1.3.1 discusses the different options CTH provides to address this issue,
and parametric runs to examine these options are presented in Section A.2.1.3.4. A verification
of the maximum side-on velocity is presented in Section A.2.1.4.2 and provides some insight
into the degree of conservatism introduced by this issue.

(U): ] ,j

Modeling such a jetliner impact problem would substantially increase the size and complexity of
the analysis. For a CTH analysis, the mesh would have to encompass the entire jetliner and
target as a bounding box. This is a substantially larger problem than that modeled in the present
analysis. Parametric analyses are impractical for these large problems.

0_31ýi
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A.2.1.4 Finalized CTH Analysis Results (U)

A.2.1.4.1 Problem Definition (U)

Ilk
IL

A.2.1.4.2 Maximum Velocity Estimates (U)

ft

Jetliner Impact at Cask Mid-Height (U)

I

PI

(U) The frictional force between the pad and cask is minimal and will not significantly affect the
results. If one assumes a friction coefficient of 0.3 and uses the nominal cask weight of
163300 kg (360000 lbs), the frictional force is approximately 481000 N (108000 lbs).j

-J
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Figure A-16. Cask Side-On Velocity as a Function of Time (1 m/s = 2.24 mph) (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

4

I

Figure A-17. Cask Side-On Velocity as a Function of Displacement (1 mls = 2.24 mph;
I m = 0.3048 ft) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-18. Total Force on Cask (1 N = 0.224 Ib) (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Jetliner Impact at Cask Top Edge (U)

(U) Figure A-19 shows the velocity as a function of time.
For cask-to-cask impacts m the local

analyses discussed in Section A.2.2, the velocity as a funcion of translational distance is plotted
in Figure A-20.

5~JL
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(1

Figure A-19 Velocity vs. Time for the Jetliner Impact at the Top Edge of Cask
(1 mis = 2.24 mph) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

I

tI

Figure A-20 Velocity vs. Displacement for Jetliner Impact at the Top Edge of the Cask
(1 m/s = 2.24 mph; I m = 0.3048 ft) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Summary of Cask-to-Cask Velocities for the Local Analyses (U)

(U) The global analyses discussed in the previous two sections are used to establish velocities in
the local analysis, -discussed in Section A.2.2. Since the exit velocity of the cask is a function of
translational distance (as shown in Figures A-17 and A-20), an examination of the pad layout is
required. The schematic in Figure A-21 shows a typical pad layout. The figure shows the clear U

spacinQ between the-casks. r

(U) The third case requires some additional explanation. j¢-

K>
2~

P7
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Clear'Specingl1stances Between the Casks on a Typical Pad Layout (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

~PA

Figure A-21

The table includes the velocity at the
corresponding distance and the time required to reach this distance. 'Kq~

the single-pad scenarios.
These values are important for cask impacts beyond

A-41
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Table A-9: Cask Velocity as a Function of Separation Distance (U).
The contents of this table are classified C.

'V

Verification of Maximum Side-On Velocity Estimates (U)

(U) To verify the exit velocity being calculated using the CTH code, a simple calculation was
performed to determine the exit velocity based on transfer of momentum.

Therefore, to verify the exit velocity CTH
calculated, a similar approach has been used here.r

61 L
fr<)

/~ k\'~iY

Participating Jetliner Mass (U)

(U) Figure A-22 shows a cross section of the jetliner fuselage with the outline of the HI-
STORM cask in red.

Lx L)
P_ t ?

Therefore, the total mass of the jetliner impacting the cask is summarized in Table A- 10.
A-42
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Table A-10 Total Mass of Jetliner Impacting Cask (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

Final Draft

/7
f-

f

Figure A-22. Fuselage with HI-STORM Cask Overlay (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) Because the cask is not flat, not all of the impacting mass effectively imparts its momentum
to the cask (the mass near the edge of the cask strikes a glancing blow). Figure A-23 shows how
the relative effective impacting mass is calculated.

(

/1

ji
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Figure A-23. Determination of Relative Effective Mass (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Conservation of Momentum of Participating Mass (U)

A-44
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Significance of Non-Participating Mass (U)

(U)-

(\~ ~
A - q'~~

ITo clarify this, a brief review of the methodology originally developed by Riera
(1968) and studied further by many others (ASCE, 1980; Attaway, 2003; Wolf et al., 1978) is
necessary. The force applied to a structure by the impact of a deformable object into a rigid
structure can be divided into two terms. One term is that due to the crushing strength of the
impacting object, and the other is due to the change in the object's momentum. The standard
format for the equation describing this is as follows:

where

2F =Pc + atI .2

P,= The crush strength of the impacting object.
c constant

ýt = mass per unit length of the uncrushed portion of the impacting object.
v = the velocity of the uncrushed portion of the impacting object

Research has shown that the portion of the loading from crushing the impacting object is low
(Wolf et al., 1978; ASCE, 1980; Attaway, 2003).

From testing conducted at SNL on a fuselage section of a C-141 military
jetliner (designed to carry cargo), it was found that crush strength of the fuselage was
approximately 4;41-W00 N (991457 lb) (Uncapher et al., 1994; Attaway, 2003).1

U

*

r

A
"(UV
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(U) As the Riera description of the force suggests, at the velocity under consideration, the
majority of the force applied to the cask is due to the change in the jetliner's momentum. For
this momentum to be-imparted to a cask, it must interact with the cask.

Comparison to CTH-Results (U)

I
k

/

Speed Variability With Respect to Number of Casks (U)

I'

A-46
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Figure A-24. Cask Exit Velocity as a Function of the Number of Interacting Casks (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

A.2.1.4.3 Rotational Velocity Estimates (U)

/VY

I

A-47
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4
I

II

p

I
7

Figure A-25. Cask Rotation Angle, CTH-SA-REV (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

Table A-1I. Estimates of Cask Angular Velocity as a Function of Cask Separation
Distance (U).

The contents of this table are classified C.

4

I
A.2.2 Local Analysis of a Jetliner Impacting a Field of Storage

Casks (U)

A.2.2.1 Introduction (U)

q4)

A-48
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(U) The impact scenarios require the use of three--diiiensioial, pbinlinear, trandsient dynamic, FE
capability•;• onto3 D_ (Taylor, 1989) was used for most of the analyses in this study...

A.11 these behaviors are required to judge the containment function
from the various local scenarios studied.

(U) The threat to the dry storage cask, which is a relatively large, stiff structure, must focus the
energy of impact to cause a loss of containment. This focusing of energy can be either in a time
or surface area sense. Otherwise, the very size and strength of the cask will distribute the energy
throughout its components without causing a loss of containment],

Both of these

components are considered in this study. Also, the global momentum of the jetliner will be
analyzed to study the response of the structure to the overall threat.

(U) These threat scenarios were substantiated by evidence at the Pentagon during a terrorist
attack., The front landing gear set was found largely intact at the forward point of damage in the
debris. The remaining portions of the jetliner were mostly unrecognizable shards of aluminum.

A.2.2.2 Analysis Model (U)

(U) The complicated interaction of materials response and nonlinear geometric contact resulting
from this attack requires an explicitly integrated transient dynamics FE analysis code. Pronto3d
was used for this purpose. The FE model of the HI-STORM overpack (i.e., the model does not
include a model of the MPC that contains the fuel) used -274,000 elements for the smallest half-
symmetry meshes, and were completed on the 3 teraflop massively parallel computer at SNL.
This allowed a number of scenarios to be examined in this study. The larger cask-to-cask
analyses totaled -676,000 elements.

(U) The FE mesh used for most of the analyses is shown in Figure A-26. All dimensions of this
HI-STORM storage cask were obtained from the SAR (Holtec International, 2000).-r

P 1)

'Several views are shown in Figure A-26 of the interior detail.
Reference to these views during the results discussions will aid in understanding the various
components.

A-49
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Total Model Backside of Model Close-Up of Corner Showing Mesh
showing vents

Concrete Portion of Model Steel Portion of Model Cross-Section Through Model

Figure A-26. FIE Model for the HI-STORM Cask (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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(U) Also shown in Figure A-26 is a close-up view of the mesh density used in the analyses.

76

The steel and concrete were
modeled without surface traction, i.e., without tiction or continuity between these parts, due to
this construction detail. "

C"

(U) In each of the analyses discussed in this section, the casks were free to displace when
impacted. The pad beneath the casks was not modeled. The frictional force due to the pad
beneath the casks is small compared to the force of the jetliner impacting the cask.

A.2.2.3 Material Behavior (U)

(U) The steel forming the shell of the HI-STORM is A516 Grade 70. Properties for this material
are listed in Table A- 12, and were obtained from uniaxial tensile data (Cherry and Smith, 2001).
Test data provides a more accurate measure of the casks performance than the minimum
specified properties in the SAR. The steel material properties used in the FE analyses are listed
in Table A- 12 and the concrete properties are listed in Table A- 13.

A-51
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Table A-12. Material Behavior Definitions for Structural Impact Analyses (U).
The contents. of this table are unclassified. __. ..._

(U) The concrete material behavior uses the model developed by Karagozian and Case (K&C),
which is implemented in Pronto3d (Taylor, 1989). Development of this model was sponsored by
the Defense Threat Reduction Agency, and accounts for the complex behavior of concrete. This
concrete model decouples the volumetric and deviatoric response, with user-defined functions
describing the pressures, unloading ulk moduli, and volumetric strains. Strain-rate dependency
is included with this model as well• .. , -_

(U) The input parameters for the K&C concrete model have been automated, so the typical user
only specifies the concrete strength (Attaway, 2000). This program determines the input
parameters based on information from a series of test data. j

A-52
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Table A-13. K-C Concrete Model Behavior Data (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

)
/

I- -I p <'ýq
--1A.2.2.3.1

(U) •' ] Althorugh it is much more rigid than the C- _- -
jetliner fuselage, it does not behave as a ngia structure. 1-\ ,t

LCX ~ -

~ L~

A.2.2.4 Threat Definition (U)'I

Pr

IV o7
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The contents of this figure are classified C.
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The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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S; -f

zL~>
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

,5 eý/

7 ý & at Z.The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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A.2.2.4.2 ý Jetliner Momentum Area Loading (U)

Analyses were conducted using the force time-history developed from the global analyses
discussed in Section A.2.1 for a jetliner impacting a single cask.

(U) The force time-history applied to the cask impacted by the jetliner is shown in Figure A- 18.

Figure A-31. Pressure Loading Surfaces for the Side Impact of Jetliner Pressure Loading
(U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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For this analysis, the pressure loading shown in Figure A-18 was
applied to the front cask.1

iThe total components of the HI-STORM are necessary to achieve the
correct kinematics dtiring the scenario, and the total mass of the MPC is included in the analysis
model, shown in Figure A-32..A symmetry boundary accounts for the other half of the model.

A.2.2.4.3 Cask-To-Cask Impact (U)

Therefore, for a field of casks, the variation of possibilities for cask-to-cask
impacts is substanti -al. Analyses were conducted to examine the many possible cask-to-cask
impact scenarios. ,,,Four different impact orientations were evaluated at various cask velocities.
The analyses conducted are summarized in Table A-14.

F;--

Aýu
e_

I
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Table A-14. Cask-To-Cask Impact Orientations (U).
The contents of this table are classified C.

\.

I In these cases, symmetry was taken advantage of
and only half the casks were modeled.

A-59
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The contents of this figure are unclassified.

O-L ,46&C

C.1 The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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(ý x __ý_ 1'ý0,-6

(Uýj For these analyses,
no symmetry boundary was appropriate, A he models shown above were mirrored to allow
complete three-dimensional motion. This model becomes very large (1.2 million elements for
this case) and the impacting cask was translated to produce contact on a vertical line 45 degrees
from the initial velocity vector. These analyses assess if off-angle, i.e., not perfec Iy lined-up
impacts, are of concern, as these impact orientations are much more likely to occur.

4
P-11

J& otz
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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A.2.2.5 Analyses Results (U)

Final Draft

A.2.2.5..1 F

7

i72~i

EI\~.1

SI 3 pg"6 ýJ,
The contents of this figure are classified C. E k
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Figure A-37.L

The contents of this figure are unclissified.

. A, C V (

ItThe contents of this figure are classified C.
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R;IeA-39.ý- Side Impact Sectioned View of VonMises and Concrete Damage
(1 MPa = 145 psi) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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6 1 gure A-40.

-, ~i ne contents of tris tigure are classified C.
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Figure A-41.
(U). )

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-42.

p

The contents of this figure are classitiecI L. 0,6
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(Fiqure A-43.

I he contents or this figure are classmeea 'i.
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Opp,,

A .- 704

L Figure_ A-44.

Fhe contents o0t-tis figure are classified C.
A -7o,

V
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Figure A45.

-The coitents of this figu•ý6e--e---itied-C(.
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A -71)c-,

•igure A-46. Equivalent Pla'stic;Strain for a Cask-to-Cask Impact (U). -
The contents-of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-47. Cask-To-Cask Impact Results at 30 msec (1 MPa 1.45 psi) (U).
The contents oftis figure are unclassifiei1.

Figure A-48. VonMises Stress in Steel Only, for a Cask-To-Cask impact (1 MPa = 145 psi)
(U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
.9
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Ex4

[Figure A-49. Cask-To-Cask Impact - Equivalent Plastic Strain Distribution (U).
The contents-of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-50. Results from a cask-to-cask Side Impact (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

Inclined Cask-To-Cask Impact (U)

A

I

4
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A- 75~'-~.

Figure A-51. Inclined
(1 MPa = 145 psi) (U).

Cask-To-Cask Impact for Analysis Times of 10, 30, 50 and 100 msec

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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T/-/a

L _
Figure A-52. Cask-To-Cask, CG Over-Corner Impact: Undeformed and Deformed Shape
(U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

Oblique Cask-To-Cask Impact (U)

Y,•-

55 n/s Oblique Impact Results (C)
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A

A

Figure A-53. Equivalent Plastic Strain and Concrete Damage for Cask-To-Cask CG-Over-
Corner Impact (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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A Iya

A.2.2.5.8 F Multi-Purpose Canister Analysis (U)

(U) Most of the local- analyses results presented previously do not include the MPC, which is the
final barrier to release of radioactive materials from the spent fuel stored.,-

A-78
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'71

Figure A-54a. Oblique Impact Results from Cask-To-Cask Collision (1 MPa = 145 psi) (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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K Figure A-54b. Oblique Impact Results from Cask-To-Cask Collision (1 MPa = 145 psi) (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-55. Oblique Impact Results from a Cask-To-Cask Collision (1 MPa = 145 psi) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-56. Schematic of Gap Between MPC and the Overpack (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) A schematic drawing of the shipping/storage canister is shown in Figure A-57. IT

(141

J-Th density Of the material was
adjusted so that the total weight of the canister was equal to the specified design weight
Modeling the fuel assemblies in this manner does not allow direct determination of the behavior
of the fuel rods, but assesses the loads that the assemblies apply to the canister.

A-82
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Figure A-57. Schematic Drawing of the Shipping/Storage Canister (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) The material of the canister body was modeled using' the SPL Strength material model i
PRONTO3D (Wellman and Salzbrenner, 1992; Wellman et al., 1993; Stone and Wellman,
1993). This is a power-law-hardening model with a ductile failure criterion. The ductile failure
criterion is based on an evolution equation in which the plastic strain increment, scaled by the
stress ratio, is accumulated until a critical value is reached, at which point the ductile tearing is
initiated. This scalar parameter is the ductile Tearing Parameter (TP). The evolution equation for

,this parameter is as follows:

TP= 2J3 (0om mx))'

where EP is the plastic strain, a,,, is the maximum principal stress, and om is the mean

(hydrostatic) stress

(GI +02 +033)
3
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(U) The integral accumulates plastic strain only when the maximum principal stress is positive,

as indicated by the Heavyside function brackets, Thus, plastic strain with a negative

maximum principal stress causes no change in the values of TP.

(U) The critical value of TP for a particular material is established by analyzing a tensile test
specimen. The TP for the specimen is then calculated using the computed stress state from the
FE model and substituting the st-ain-to-failure, Z/, as the upper integration limit. This provides

a critical value of TP, which can be used to predict failure in other analyses. The strain-to-fail is
computed from the reduced area of the tensile specimen in the actual tensile test. A TP value of
2.6 was developed for 304 stainless steel using thin plate tensile specimens.

(U) The FE model of the shipping canister is presented in Figure A-58, with a detailed view of
the canister shell and lid weld region presented in Figure A-59. there is a plane of symmetry
throuqg the center axis of the cask body, so only half of the canister is modeleC-

(U) The resulting deformation from the side-on impact is presented in Figure A-60. Figure
A-61 and Figure A-62 show the equivalent plastic strain in the canister wall and end platesj

5e;
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A - 9
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Figure A-58. Canister FE Model (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified

,fCanister j

Canister Shell Ilster i-Weld

Cmimwe Shot

C&4sw ia~d
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N

i

(a) (b)

Figure A-59. A Detailed View of Canister Lid Weld Region (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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gure A-60. A'x-Z
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

A - 6

F lo" A-61. &
A-The contents of this figure are classified C.

C .t _

UFuigure A-62.
lu).

errThe contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure A-63.
The contents of this figure are classified'C.
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Figure A-64. ji(U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

ig ure A-65.
4 J

(u).
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Fgure A-66. (U). I
The contents of this figure are classified C.

6
A-ri ~-

Figure A-67. (U)3 'ýý " 'I, ý- '4 - e I j
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure A-68. (U).J
AThe contents of this figure are unclassified.
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F Ficure A-69.
A-L

(u).
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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The contents ot this tigure are unclassiteic.

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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A.2.3 Structural Analysis of a Jetliner Impacting a Field of Storage
Casks: Summary and Discussion (U)

(U) Approximately 40 analyses were performed to examine the vulnerability of a field of storage
casks to an intentional impact from a jetliner. Some of the analyses directly evaluated the cask
vulnerability, while others were parametric runs to support the methodology development, and
others required additional reasoning to evaluate cask vulnerabilities to some local scenarios that
develop as the jetliner impacts and creates a chaotic environment of cask-to- cask impacts. The
following section summarizes the results of the analyses and addresses some of the issues that
could not be directly evaluated by the global CTH or local FE analyses.

A.2.3.1 Global Analysis Summary and Discussion (U)

(U) The purpose of the global analyses was to determine the global behavior of casks subjected
to the imact of a jetliner. These analyses resulted in two sets of data for use~with the local
analyses.

A, I
These global

analyses provided the only way to determine the transient behavior of the cask velocity to
impacts at different locations on the cask.

A.2.3.2 Local Analysis Summary and Discussion (U)

I

(U)

A - q2ký
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/

I.

(N

S The analyses discussed in this section address many possible
structural ,scenarios. Some of these scenarios are more likely than others.

Geometric aspects of the pad layout and jetliner
approach have been combined with these-tfructural analyses results to examine the realistic
scenario described in depth in the main body of this report.

A-e

(ý 7 2 _

-EA I

U -. ev

(U) This value of exit velocity is expected to be an upper bound value for a number of reasons:

t. A.j
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For 08A
subsequent gimact, resulting velocities will decrmc. 1'

'Tbhentma , it is these initial impacts that .ha beow investigated more fully. _ E

A.2.3.3 Possible Mitigation Strategies (U)

(7frc~4~~
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Table A-15. Local Analyses of Cask-To-Cask Impacts (U).
The contents of this table are classified C

Final Draft
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Table A-15. Local Analyses of Cask-To-Cask Impacts (Continued) (U).
The contents of this table are classified C

I
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Table A-16. Analyses of Hard Component Cask Impacts (U).
L The contents of this table are unclassified.
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?Table A-17. Other Cask Calculations (U).
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Appendix B: HI-STORM Storage
Cask Engine Impact Analyses (U)

B.1 Background and Scope (U)

B.2 Cases Analyzed (U)

B.3 FLEX Finite ElementSoftware (U)
(U) The simulations were conducted with FLEX (Vaughan and Mould, 2000), a three-
dimensional, nonlinear, large deformation, explicit, transient analysis finite element code. The
FLEX code implements a wide variety of constitutive models and has been extensively used to
simulate impact, blast, and nonlinear responses of structures through failure. Details of the
software and validation for impact and blast environments are given below.

(U) A large variety of extensively tested elements, including plates, shells, hexahedra, beams
and bars, are available to model the geometric details of the structures of interest. In addition,
the code contains nonlinear generalized spring/dashpot elements that are useful for lumped
parameter representation ofjoints and connections.

(U- WAt has been at the forefront of developing nonlinear material models for -a wide variety of
materials, including metals, concrete, rock, soils, and composites (Mould and Levine, 1993;
DiMaggio and Sandier, 1971; Tennant et al., 1997; Mould et al., 1994; Mould and Levine, 1987;
Levine, 1982). Slide-line capability with friction is available for modeling contact and
separation with impacting surfaces. FLEX also includes rate-dependent failure models available
for modeling the material response in highly dynamic failure environments. Steel reinforcement
of concrete may be simulated explicitly. Code features are summarized in Table B-1.
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(U) FLEX targets dynamic analysis, but several static solution options are also available for
combined gravitational, impact, and blast loading of structures. It is written in standard Fortran
77 and is operational on Microsoft WindowsTm~based personal computers: On these machines it
is capable of solving blast, fragment, impact, progressive collapse, and ground shock problems
with millions of degrees of freedom. This allows higher fidelity solutions within a specified
parameter space to be generated rapidly to compare with engineering tools and/or to develop
refined tools. The code is also operational on HP, IBM, SGI, and Sun workstations and
supercomputers. FLEX is written to take full advantage of vectorization on systems that support
it. The code has been parallelized using the symmetric multiprocessing (SMP) paradigm for
shared memory machines, such as the SGI Origin 3000 and multiprocessor PC hardware.

(U) Output from the program includes time histories and/or snapshots of field variables such as
displacement, velocity, stress, and strain. These data are saved during an analysis for
post-processing. The data structures of the various output files are purposefully kept simple to
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allow easy manipulation of the data for graphics capabilities available at a user's site. FLEX
includes graphics options to plot time histories, create undeformed and deformed mesh plots, and
display elemental field quantities, such as stress and strain, in color.

Table B-1. FLEX Code Features (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

3-D Elements Isoparametric hexahedron, quadrilateral shell with transverse shear
deformations; quadrilateral membrane; beam element with transverse shear
deformations; bar element; nonlinear springs; nonlinear dashpots.

2-D Elements Axisymmetric shell; axisymmetric quadrilateral; beam, membrane; spring,
dashpot.

Time Integration Explicit central difference with subcycling; static solutions using dynamic
relaxation or conjugate gradient method.

Special elements Slip and debond elements; 3-D contact and slide-line interfaces with
nonlinear contact and sliding models based upon both the penalty and
pinball approaches.

Special boundaries Soil island, Structure Media Interaction boundary; transmitting boundary.
Material Models Two invariant cap model for soils and rock. Three invariant cap model for

concrete, soils, rock, and pressure-dependent materials. Viscoplastic, three
invariant cap model with ratedependence and isotropic softening for
concrete, soils, rock, and geologic materials available in hex, beam, and
shell elements. Von Mises nonlinear hardening model with ductile fracture
for metals. Rate-dependent nonlinear von Mises hardening with ductile
fracture for metals. Anisotropic and uneven Hoffman, Tsai-Wu, and Hill
criteria included for fiber-reinforced composite failure with fracture.
Capability for selecting principal tensile strain or effective plastic strain
element failure criteria. Element erosion based upon selected strain and
fracture failure criteria.

Large Deformations Updated Lagrangian with Jaumann stress rate.
Source Model FUSE module coupled to code; FUSE is a total Lagrangian code, with a

new large deformation formulation; high pressure equation of state (EOS)
and JWL libraries for explosive materials including TNT, Tritonal, etc.

B.3.1 FLEX Software Verification, Validation, and Benchmark
Activities (U)

(U) Verifying a code involves comparing the results of a series of computations that have
specific phenomenology and physics of interest with exact theoretical solutions, other numerical
techniques, and other computer codes. Experience in DTRA programs has shown that this
approach is a useful tool for verifying that what was theoretically intended is coded. This is
especially true with regard to constitutive models, detection of "elusive numerics bugs," and
understanding of differences in results among various calculators using different (or even the
same) codes. For the simulations of reinforced concrete structural response and failure, few, if
any, "exact" solutions exist. Validation of codes involving comparison with laboratory and
small-scale experiments is sometimes included in the benchmarking exercises.
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(U) Verification and validation activities for WAI's FLEX code for the blast and shock analysis
of hardened structures were conducted (Table B-2) under DTRA's Silo Test Program (STP),
Missile System Vulnerability (MSV) program, the Underground Technology Program (UTP), the
Conventional Weapons Effects (CWE) program, and the High Value Fixed Target (HVFT)
program. It was also validated in test programs conducted for the Minuteman IIn and B-52H
Weapons System Safety Assessment Programs. For these programs, pretest predictions for H-
1224A container drop tests (Wong et al., 1996; Harding et al., 1994), C-141B fuselage impact
tests (Wong et al., 1996; Uncapher et al., 1994a,b) and TF-30 engine impact tests (Lawver et al.,
2002; Tennant et al., 1996) into soil covered and bare reinforced concrete walls were
successfully compared with the test data. Examples of comparisons with the C-141B longitudinal
fuselage impact test and the TF-30 engine impact test are shown in Figure B-2 and Figure B-3.
FLEX was extensively benchmarked against other nonlinear codes, such as DYNA-3D,_ as well
as precision test programs conducted by DTRA, and large-scale silo and component test
programs conducted by the Ballistic Missile Organization (BMO) and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers Waterways Experiment Station (WES).

Table B-2. Benchmark and Validation Comparisons (U).
The ontents of this- table are unclassified.

Silo Test Program (STP) Program: Misty Port and Mineral Find Precision Tests: Failure of
Buried Steel Cylinders Under Air blast and Ground Shock loading (Levine et al., 1991; Levine
and Tennant, 1991).
Missile System Vulnerability (MSV) Program: Scale-model reinforced concrete silos under
airblast and ground shock loading with internal subsystems (Tennant and Levine, 1994;
Tennant and Levine 1991).
High Value Fixed Target Program: Code Benchmark Program: Constitutive model
comparisons along selected stress paths with other calculators; Code Validation Program:
DEINT 1/6 scale weapon tests on walls and floors, LTS structures full scale internal
detonation weapons tests, DE-21, DE-51 full scale tests, Precision Wall Test (PWT) series of
airblast only quarter-scale wall tests, PWTS series of half-scale air blast and fragment wall
tests, DE- 146, DE- 142/150; Static Slab Predictions (Tennant and Levine 1997; Tennant et al.,
1997).
Underground Technology Program (UTP) Tunnel Calculations: UTP Code Benchmark
program; Mighty North 1 slide-line and constitutive benchmark comparisons with other
calculators. UTP Code Validation; Mighty North 1 Test (Wong et al., 1991; Wong et al., 1995;
Nikodym et al, 1997).
-DTRA- Minuteman Ell and B-52H WSSA Programs: Full-Scale C-141 airplane-Impact
Tests; TF-30 Engine Impact tests into Bermed and Bare Reinforced Concrete Walls (Tennant
et al., 1996; Lawyer et al., 2002) and H-1224A container Impact Tests (Harding et al., 1994).
CTS 1 Validation Test: Prediction of full scale test structure to blast loading. Prediction of
column response to blast loading. Predicted that even if column removed there would be no
collapse of even one bay. Prediction confirmed after column removed when test was complete
(Tennant et al., 1999).
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Figure B-2. Predicted Axial Shortening of Test Section at Two Locations vs. Measured
Crush; C- 41B Longitudinal Impact Test, 43 m/s (96 mph) (1 m = 3.28 ft;
1 mps = 2.24 mph) (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified

(U) Figure B-4 shows a comparison of blind pretest predictions for air blast loading of buried
steel cylinders in sand and clay conducted under DTRA's Silo Test Program. The deformation
modes in each geology were accurately predicted (Levinme-t dL. 1991) and the responses clearly
show the effect of different types of soil on structural response. Figure B-5 shows a comparison
of predicted and observed damage for a reinforced concrete wall subjected to combined air blast
and fragment loads. Again, the predicted damage and deformations closely agreed with the test
data (Tennant et al., 1997).
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Figure B-3. Comparison of Predicted and Measured Reinforced Concrete Wall Response
for a TF-30 Engine Impacting at 350 f/s (107 m/s) (1 in = 2.54 cm) (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-4. Comparison of Predicted and Observed Deformations for Surface Flush
Buried Steel Cylinders Subjected to Airblast and Ground Shock Loading (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

B.3.2 Material Models (U)

B.3.2.1 Metal Model (U)

(U) The model used in the calculations is a Von Mises isotropic, elasto-plastic, strain-hardening
model with a typical trilinear hardening representation of steel behavior, as illustrated in Figure
B-6. The constitutive model representations for failure of metals are based upon an isotropic
ductile fracture model. After reaching ultimate strain, localized behavior is assumed to occur at
each integration point. Softening values are chosen based upon stress-strain behavior of a
specimen. With this model, severely distorted elements can be eroded when the effective plastic
strain exceeds a value at which they could have fragmented. Beam and shell elements are eroded
when the average of all integration points exceeds a user-specified threshold. The element is no
longer processed, but the nodal mass is retained. Rate enhancement is explicitly included in the
ductile fracture model used in the computations through a Duvaut-Lions viscoplastic
formulation. These rate. effects decay with ductile fracture so that the residual strength at finite
strain rate is zero when softening is complete.
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.rials

ment LoadedFigure B-5. Predicted and Observed Wall Damage for Air-Blast and Fragi
Reinforced Concrete Wall (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) The softening function used is:

C1 = ault [f6P-AfI-a)+aexP(-,(eP-,Psft))1

where
psft sft crult~ E

The equivalent plastic strain el is defined as the accumulation of dZ-, where

2deP~de~

3
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Figure B-6. Metal Model (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

B.3.2.2 Concrete Model (U)
(U) The viscoplastic concrete model, SFT1 (Mould and Levine, 1994) was used to model the
concrete. The model consists of a perfectly plastic three-invariant failure surface, a three-
invariant strain hardening cap, and a JI (first stress invariant: JI = x,, + ay + ac) tension limit,
invoking Koiter's rule at comers (Figure B-7a). Elastic behavior is assumed to be linear and
isotropic. This baseline inviscid response is regularized via a Duvaut-Lions type viscoplasticity
with piecewise linear overstress. Triaxial compression tests in which concrete specimens were
loaded to different stress points show that significant damage is only observed for stress states
near the failure surface. Large compressive strains do not induce appreciable damage.
Motivated by this data and by residual failure surface data, softening is implemented by shifting
the failure surface and J1 limit towards zero along the JI axis as a function of expansive
volumetric plastic strain (Figure B-7b).
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Figure B-7. Three-invariant Viscoplastic Softening Model (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) Because plastic strain increments on the cap are equivoluminal or compressive, no softening
occurs when the stress state is on the cap. To account for the increased ductility observed in
compression relative to that observed in tension, a pressure-dependent relation was introduced
for failure surface shifting. "Shift" moves the yield surface towards the origin to implement the
kinematic softening approach (Figure B-lb). The amount of failure surface translation is
controlled by an isotropic softening parameter. The evolution of the softening parameter is a
function of the positive volumetric plastic strain. In a deviatoric slice, the cap transitions from
geometrically similar to the failure surface at ca=L, to circular at aa= X. The cap has a
horizontal tangent at its intersection with the failure surface. Cap motion is governed by the
volumetric component of the viscoplastic strain. It moves outward with compressive increments,
but does not contract with expansive increments.

(U) Based upon data (Hurlbut, 1985), the measured plastic strain directions lie somewhere
....-- between the associated and Mises potential values. No discernible trend-withrincreasing pressure

is evident. Significantly, numerical experiments have indicated that controlling this dilation is a
crucial aspect of capturing shear failures. Therefore, a constant was introduced that modifies the
volumetric component of the flow rule. The associativity in the Rendulic plane may vary from
fully associated flow to a flow rule that is normal to the pressure axis in the Levy-Mises sense,
which develops no component of volumetric plastic strain. The associativity in the Rendulic
plane can vary from 1.0 (fully associated flow) to zero (Levy-Mises flow rule) depending upon
the user's specifications. Currently, a constant associativity of 0.5 is used, although the
capability of varying the associativity as a function of the softening parameter is available. Non-
associated flow was also introduced in the pi-plane, purely for algorithmic convenience. A radial
return of the deviatoric stresses is done that allows far simpler and more efficient algorithms than
a rigorous associated return. It is emphasized that the use of viscoplasticity removes the
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uniqueness problems that result from invoking a nonassociated flow rule in a rate-independent
model.

(U) If one examines the localization length base implicitly inherent in the viscoplastic
formulation, convergence cannot be insured unless the element sizes are on the order of several
millimeters. For realistic problems, this leads to excessively large numbers of elements. In these
instances and for static problems where the viscoplastic effects are minimal, regularization is
achieved by adjusting the fracture energy based upon element size used in the problem and
simulation of triaxial tests using these element sizes.

(U) The use of viscoplastic softening results in a residual unconfined tensile or compressive
strength after dynamic enhancement and softening. This residual strength is approximately equal
to the strength enhancement. Since this is not realistic, the viscoplastic function is "damaged"
using the softening parameter and reduced by the factor (1-d)'. Here, n is an empirically chosen
parameter that is usually 3.0. This allows the strength to be reduced to the residual surface
strength values.

B.4 Finite Element Models (U)

t~

(U) The metals were represented with the metal model described in Section B.3.2.1. Parameter
values are summarized in Table B-3. Refer to Figure B-7 for the meaning of the parameters. No
parameters are listed for model simplifications, e.g., an elastic perfectly plastic material has no
values for ultimate stres' or strain rate dependence.

B.4.2 HI-STORM Cask (U)

(U) Figures B-10 through B-17 show the finite element representation of the HI-STORM/HI-
STAR system. The model includes 12 beam elements (for the top bolts), 95,424 shell elements,
99,976 continuum elements, and an additional 8295 shell elements to represent the rigid surface
supporting the cask.

(U) The concrete was modeled with the SFTl material model described in Section B.3.2.2.
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Figure B-8.7
the contents of this figure are unclassified.
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The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Table B.-4. .

The contents of this tablare unclassified.

(U) Bolt\ responses are reported in local coordinates. Each element's local y-axis is collinear
with a radial line from the cask's central axis through the element's vertical axis (local x-axis).
The local z axis is in the direction given by the vector product x X y. The bolt integration point
locations in local coordinates are given in Table B-5.

Table B-5. Bolt Integration Points in Local Coordinates (r-bolt radius) (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.
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Table B-6. Material Parameters for Cask Model (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

pý ov

Table B-7. Rate Curve B for Cask Materials (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

r-y'ý0,. f - b-

Table B-8 - Rate Curve C for Cask Materials (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.
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Table B-8 - Rate Curve C for Cask Materials (Continued) (U).
The contents of this table are unclassified.

/ - ( y

Figure View of HI-STORM/HI-STAR Model Grid (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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11. Cut-Away View of Storage Cask Grid Radial Shield and PedestaI (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Figure B-
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Figure B-12..'Cut-Away View of Storage Cask Grid Lid Shield, Top
(U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-13. Cut-Away View of Storage Cask Grid (U). I
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-14. Cut-Away View of MPC Grid Canister Only (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-15. Cut-Away View of MPC Grid (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-I 6. Cut-Away View of MPC Grid. Canister and Basket (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Figure B-17. Bolt Locations (Top View) (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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B.5 Results (U)

P la
For metals, the

equivalent plastic strain and principal tensile strain are displayed. Refer to Figure B-17 and
Table B-5 for bolt locations and quantities, respectively.

eý .0 ý PýVqb

Figure B-18.,
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-19.'
The contents of thi-s figure are unclassifieda.
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Figure B-20.
The contents of this figure are ctlassified C.
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The contents of this figure are classified C. ,1 P B -
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L The contents of this figure are classified C.
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The contents of this figure are classif iC.
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C
The contents of this figure are unclassified C.
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Figure t-ztx
i'-he contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-26.
The contents otfthis tiguie are-u-nclassified.
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Figure B-27.

Figure B-28.

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-29.

B.5.2 7
The contents of this figure are classified-C7

-f25-c

For metals, the
equivalent plastic strain and principal tensile strain are displayed. -Refer to Figure B-17 and
Table B-5 for bolt quantity locations.

B.5.3

EX3

Ex 3

I For metals, the
equivalent plastic strain and principal tensile strain are displayed. Refer to Figure B-17 and
Table B-5 for bolt quantity locations.
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the contents of this figure are unclassified.
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The contents o-ttis-figuire are unclassified.
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The contents of this figure are unclassitiecT.
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Figure B-33.;
4lhe contents ot this tigure are classitiecd C.
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Figure B-35.1
Ilie contents ot this-MgUre are clasiied-S.
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Figure B-36_L
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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The contents of this figure are classified C.
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figure B-__J 7

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure B-41. __

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure B-42.1

Figure B-43.~

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

The contents of this figure are unclassitied.
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~31 -

Figure B-44. L.
The contents of this figure are unc--Issified.
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Figure B-45.',
Ilie contents of this figure are u-i-Massified.
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Figure 46.4
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure B-47./
The contents of tlis figure are classified C. 0 3
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Figure B-48. 1
The contents of this figure are classified C. 'C ~ b
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AThe contents of this figure are classif-eU C.
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The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure B-51.
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure B-52.ýý_
(U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

A

Figure B-53.L.•
(U).

)
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure B-54,
(U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
-1

Figure 5-55.
(U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Appendix C: Effect of Pool Fires on a Dry
Storage Cask (U)

C.1 Introduction (U)
(U) The experiences of the September II th attacks and previous studies suggest that the pooling
of fuel after a high-speed jetliner attack onto a field of storage casks is very unlikely.

(K. -l

However, to better
understand the performance of the studied cask when exposed fires, simulations of different. fire
scenarios were performed.

(U) Several fire configurations were simulated using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) fire
codes. The results from the fire simulations determined the flow of hot gases through the vented
annular space around the internal spent fuel canister. The transient response of the canister and
the spent fuel due to this flow of hot gases was then calculated using a simple heat conduction
code and a three-dimensional (3D) finite element analyses (FEA) code. Finally, the
thermo-mechanical response of the canister to the increasing temperature and pressure of the
canister gas atmosphere was also analyzed using the FEA technique.

(U) To determine the heat fluxes imposed on the storage cask by pool fires, fire simulations were
performed using the VULCAN fire code and CAFE-P/Thermal coupled fire and heat transfer
code. All fire simulations were run long enough to reach fully developed flow conditions and
steady-state heat fluxes.

(U) VULCAN was used to develop fire temperatures for each of the different fire configurations
analyzed (fully engulfing or partially engulfing fires without wind, and a bent-over, wind-driven,
partially engulfing fire).

When these internal flow
conditions were calculated using VULCAN, they were input to a simplified ID heat transfer
model to calculate the heat transfer response of the canister when loaded with spent fuel. / 2-2

(U) Even when engulfed by fire, heat transfer into the canister will not be exactly uniformv
because the HI-STORM cask is vented and the cask is not radially symmetric. While the ID
heat transfer analysis provided a reasonable upper bound estimate of the canister temperature
inside the overpack, modifications to the CAFE code allowed for the simulation of this problem
in 3D. Therefore, it was decided to examine the difference between the predictions from a 3D
analysis that coupled the fire simulation to the heat transfer response of the HI-STORM cask,

C-1
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and the results obtained from ID heat transfer correlations that used the output from the
VULCAN fire simulations as input.

(U) When the fire was modeled using a coupled CAFE-P/Thermal code, the flow conditions
were automatically passed from CAFE, which modeled the fire, to P/Thermal, which calculates
the heat transfer response. of the canister. The heat, transfer response was then compared to the
thermo-mechanical failure analysis of the canister in order to estimate whether canister failure
would occur. Each heat transfer calculation assumed that the fire lasted for 30 minutes.

2

C.2 Fire Duration (U)

(U) A jetliner crash usually produces a large fireball on impact that may be followed by a fire
whose duration is a function of many parameters. For high-speed impacts, the majority of the
available fuel in the airplane will be consumed in this initial fireball.,

Instead, all of the fire and heat
transfer analyses presented in this appendix examined the cast system's response to the thermal
transient associated with any post-crash jet fuel pool fire. Although a thermal event is not part of
the selected scenario, these analyses were performed to develop an understanding of the thermal
responses of both the canister and the overpack.

(U) A review of historical .plane accidents provides a basis for selecting fire durations for these
analyses. After the evaluation of available airplane crash fire data (Fisher et al, 1990), it was
concluded that fire duration is inversely proportional to crash speeds, suggesting that the high-
speed jetliner attack considered in this study will result in a relatively short-duration, post-crash
fire. The commercial airplane accident database compiled by Kimura (2003) shows that there
have been high-speed (2t 134 m/s (300 mph)) airplane crashes that resulted in long-duration fires.
However, these fires involved cargo and/or natural gas from a broken gas line or occurred in a
deep vegetation region or housing area. V

_.The temperatures of the fires analyzed were calculated by the CFD tire codes used; .
therefore, afire temperature was not an input parameter for these calculations.

C-2
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C.3 Jet Fuel Fire Analysis of the HI-STORM (U).

J The pool fire was modeled using
both VULCAN and CAFE fire codes.' Heat transfer to the cask overpack and to the cask canister
was modeled in two ways: using ID heat transfer correlations and using the 3D P/Thermal heat
transfer code, which is part of the CAFE-P/Thermal code system. \ Finally, the thermo-
mechanical response of the canister to the heat loads was modeled using the ABAQUS finite
element code.

(U) Three fire scenarios involving the storage cask system were considered. I

The
VULCAN fire code was used to model all three scenarios. The coupled CAFE-P/Thermal code
was used to model the first and third scenarios.

C.3.1 VULCAN Fire Simulations and One-Dimensional Heat Transfer
Analyses (U)

(U) Fire simulations were performed, with the VULCAN fire code to study the impact of fire
scenarios on the storage cask system. VULCAN is a CFD code designed to solve turbulenit
reactive flow problems. The code handles gas dispersion and fire development scenarios that
have a variety of geometric constraints and boundary conditions. VULCAN uses a Cartesian
mesh to form geometries in the fire simulation domain. The code solves the Favre-average
transport equations using the finite control volume approach. The standard k-e model is used to
close the turbulent terms introduced in the transport equations by the Favre averaging approach.
VULCAN uses Magnussen's EDC combustion model (Ertesvag and Magnussen, 2000) to obtain
the mass generation source term in the species equation and the Boltzmann radiative transport
equation to obtain the radiative source term in the energy equation. Benchmark cases for
VULCAN can be found in Holen and Vembe (1998).

(U) The geometry of the storage cask system was approximated in VULCAN. The storage cask
overpack is approximately 6.1 mn high and 3.35 m in diameter. I-
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(U) In the VULCAN model, the jet fuel pool forms on the ground.(-
. . - Although most of the calculations assumed

that the wind conditions were quiescent, one calcula'tion examined a wind-driven fire located just p, C- •b

upwind of the cask system.

p -

C.3.1.1 Quiescent Engulfing Fire, Upright Storage Cask (U)

(U) Two models were created for the standing storage cask system; a quarter symmetry model to
simulate the cask standing upright in a fully engulfing fire, and a half symmetry model to
simulate the upright cask when exposed to a partially engulfing fire on one side of the cask. The
domain for the quarter symmetry model extended 25m in the x, y, and z directions. The domain
for the half-symmetry model was approximately twice the size of the quarter symmetry domain
in the x direction.

(U) For the quarter symmetry model, acoarser mesh and a finer mesh were created to study the
dependence of results on mesh size. The coarser mesh had 377 thousand nodes and the finer
mesh, shown in Figure C-I, had 475 thousand nodes. A Courant number (CN) of 7 was used for
the coarser mesh runs. For the finer mesh runs, two different CNs, 2 and 7, were used. The CN
value was varied because larger CNs reduce simulation run times. In both meshes, the fuel pool
extended outward approximately 5m from the edge of the storage cask overpack. Finally, these
simulations were run for a short period of time (90-180 seconds).

C-4
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Figure C-1 Mesh Used in Simulation of the Storage Cask System (475,000 nodes):
(a) Front view section at y = 0.2 m
(b) Top view section approximately 5.8 m from the ground (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

(U) Because each simulation modeled a fully engulfing quiescent fire, the simulation results
showed a fire that was evenly distributed around the storage cask system. A

Results
of the finer mesh were also compared against the coarser mesh results.

ITemperature contours lines above the
container were also closer together for the finer mes" calculations. Differences in results
between the meshes were due to high turbulence regions, such as at the entrance of the vent and
above the storage cask, finer time and spatial resolution are required to better capture combustion
effects. In annular space next to the canister, no significant differences in temperature were
observed between the finer and coarser mesh runs or between the finer mesh runs with different
CNs.

(U) The large mass and slow heat-up rate of the overpack means that temperature differences in
the flame envelope near the overpack are unimportant. Because the annular space between the
overpack and the canister is heated principally by the gases passing through this space, not by
conduction through the overpack, the gas temperatures at the lower vent inlets to this space
determine the heating rate of the canister. Therefore, since the coarser and finer meshes with
CNs of 7 yielded about the same gas temperatures at the lower vent inlets, the coarser mesh size

C-5
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was chosen for all subsequent calculations.

p C-(ot

2

,p

Figure C-2 I nperature (K) Contours Showing Differences in Results Due to Mesh Size
and CN (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure C-3. Temperature (K) Contours Showing Results of Pool Size Study (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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C.3.1.2 Wind-driven Partially Engulfing Fire, Upright Storage Cask (U)

(U) Experiments have shown that wind-driven fires have higher flame temperatures than
quiescent fires because the wind increases the rate of oxygen supplied to the flame envelope
(Gritzo et aL, 1995b). Thus, wind-driven fires that engulf the cask could decrease cask.heat-up
times. Given the large mass and low conductivity of the cask overpack's concrete layer, the
higher temperatures of a wind-driven fire will not cause the temperature of the inner wall of the
overpack to increase rapidly. (

(U;•
For this scenario, a

computational grid was generated from that used for the fully-engulfed, standing cask scenario.
The quarter-cask model used in the earlier scenario was extended to a half-cask model, which
had a single symmetry plane that bisected both the cask and the fuel pool. The wind is blowing
along the plane of symmetry. The resulting grid is contains nearly 844,000 cells. In this model,
the ribs in the annular gap were not modeled and the material properties were the same as those
for the quarter-cask model.j

C/ ,6
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(U) Some specifics of the computational mesh are shown in Figures C-4 and C-5. Figure C-4
shows a top view of the computational mesh, the jet fuel pool (the black area in the figure), and a
horizontal section through the cask near ground level (the magenta and olive green object)
showing the vent locations. Figure C-5 shows the mesh in the annular gap. The

liii.: |- 0.0

-4 -Z

Tim ~8.-000 x In)

Figure C-4. Computational Mesh, Jet Fuel Pool, and Storage Cask Model (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Figure C-5. Grid In the Gap (Horizontal Section) (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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computational domain extended from -25 m to 19 m along the x-axis, from 0 m to 15 m along
the y-axis, and from 0 m to 19 m along the z-axis. The cask centerline coincides with the z-axis
and the y = 0 plane is the symmetry plane. Figure C-4 shows that the upwind edge of the fuel
pool is coarsely modeled compared to the downwind pool edge, which is modeled with many
more cellsJ 3"
(U) Figures C-6 through C-10 present the results of this wind-driven fire scenario.l

Figure C-8 presents gas
temperatures on the symmetry plane. FiguresC-6 and C-7 show that as elevation increases the
flame envelope separates from the cask. Figure C-8 shows that along the symmetry plane the
flame envelope separates from the cask because the wind tips the flame envelope over so that it
extends outward behind the cask.

411
<(,- pC/

C lOc

P_(-Iod

Figure C-6V J
The contents of this figure are classified C. Sc/ok
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Figure C-8(.

p .c-/lbThe contents of this figure are classified C.

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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PC /in.

Figure C-9:
The contents of this figure are unclassified. - -i 4

(Uf_
The high temperature regions in this plot show where combustion

occurs.

¢'V

p, C-/ac

The high temperature
regions (streamers) in Figure C-I 0 show where combustion is occurring in the gap. VULCAN

calculates the heat transfer rate from these combustion regions to the inner surface of the gap,
which is the outer surface of the canister.

SThe full VULCAN computational output shows that the
streamers wave back and forth a--it. If the ribs in the annular gap were modeled, the streamers
might have fluctuated less, but this would not significantly change the overall heat transfer to the
canister.

C-12
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Figure C-10 I 4A~
f) ~>q36The contents of this figure are classified C.

C.3.1.3 Quiescent, Fully or Partly Engulfing Fire, Tipped-Over Storage Cask (U)

C-13
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(U) All of these calculations used the coarser mesh discussed in Section C.3.1.1 and a CN of 5.
Some details of the computational fire mesh and the size and position of the fuel pool used in the
four simulations are shown in Figures C-II and C-12. E

The vents are arranged in an "X" configuration. The
origin of the axis system is at the center ofihe casks' base plane when standing upright, with the
z-axis oriented vertically, the y-axis along the (now horizontal) centerline of the cask system, and
the x-axis radially outward in the horizontal direction. Figure C-II shows the X-configuration of
the vents and the x-z computational mesh in the region near the vent system. The mesh coarsens
significantly as distance from the cask increases. The four trapezoidal blue-gray objects in this
figure denote the cask overpack. The spaces between these objects are the overpack vent
channels, and the circular blue-gray object is the cask canister.

0-

16ý

C imnool R'1 2mno1p

Figure C-I1 Vertical Cross-Section Through the Base Vents (Showing Part of the
Computational Grid and Fuel Pool Dimension) (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

C-14
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(U) Figure C- 12 shows a horizontal cross-section through the centerline of the cask system and
the computational mesh in the x-y plane. Four regions of the fuel pool are shown in this figure.

_ The pool size for Scenario I is represented by the sum of all four pool
regions. The pool for Scenario 2 is represented by Regions 2, 3, and 4. For both scenarios, the
cask is located in the center of the pool. Regions 3 and 4 represent the pool for Scenario 3. For

~jf~2
0 fYi:

4 r

C-ih

U-J
Figure C-12 Horizontal Cross-Section Plane Through the Cask Centerline (showing
the Computational Grid and Pool Boundaries) (U).

The contents of this figure are unclassified.

this scenario, the cask is half in the fuel pool. And only Region 4 is used to represent the pool
for Scenario 4. For this scenario, only one quarter of the projection of the tipped over cask is in
the fuel pool.

(U) Scenario I examines a fuel pool that completely surrounds the tipped-over cask system and
extends 2 m beyond the outer perimeter of the system. Because the cask is lying on its side, when

C-15
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the extent of the surface under and inside the cask perimeter is considered, the full surface of the
fuel pool is larger than 2 m. The pool for this simulation includes all four pool regions shown in
Figure C-i12. Because in this simulation there is a geometric plane of symmetry and no wind, the
problem has a computational plane of symmetry, which passes through the axial centerline of the
cask system and lies in the x-z direction. Thus, for this simulation, only the computational mesh
on the positive x side of the symmetry plane was modeled (i.e., the region of x < 0 in Figures
C- 1l and C- 12 was eliminated from the computational domain). With this configuration, the
problem was modeled with over 500,000 computational cells.I ', .

.Thus, in thissimulation, only pool Regions 2, 3, and 4 in Figure C-12 were used.

(U) For both Scenarios I and 2, fuel vapors entered the four overpack vents positioned just above
the fuel surface.

(U) Z

Scenarios 3 and 4 examine this situation.,

For Scenario 4, region 4
specifies the fuel pool.

eThis 2
resulted in a computational model with over 1,000,000 cells. . /t

(U) C.

Plots of the temperature in this
annular space are shown in Figures C- 13 through C-I16 for Scenarios I through 4, respectively.
In these four figures, the cylindrical surface that passes through the center of the annular gap was
unrolled and the half of that surface on the side of the cask engulfed by the fire is displayed in
each plot. For Scenarios I and 2, which examine fully engulfing fires, the temperature plot for
the other half of the cylindrical surface would be essentially identical to the plots displayed in
Figures C-13 and C-14. Lastly, in each of these figures, the y-axis scale presents circumferential
distance around the half cylinder, with the zero distance located where the half cylinder
intersects the horizontal centerline plane through the cask system.

C-16
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Figure C-13 Temperature (K) in Annular Gap Adjacent to the Canister for Scenario 1 (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

E§x I

p. (.i)/~

FigureC-14 Temperature (K) in Annular Gap Adjacent to the Canister for Scenario 2 (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

C-17
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Pf C-9,

Figure C-15 Temperature (K) in Annular Gap Adjacent to the Canister for Scenario 3 (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

C

Figure C-16 Temperature in Annular Gap Adjacent to the Canister for Scenario 4 (U).
The contents of this figure are classified C.

C-18
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(U) In addition to temperatures, parameters that can estimate the 'energy released in the gap are
the net fuel vapor and net oxygen into the gap around the canister.i

Ii ~ '

(U) As mentioned earlier, the ribs in the gap were omitted for these calculations. ý 4, -1

-4

(U)k.
Jlt could be argued that some of the pool (in the "shadow" of the cask) would not receive a

high enough heat flux to evaporate fuel at that rate. I

j.ci-qd

2-

C.3.1.4 One-Dimensional Heat Transfer Analyses of the Canister (U)

C.3.1.4.1 Thermal Response of Cask Canister when Inside Cask Overpack (U)

(U) Four mechanisms for heat input to the spent fuel canister of the storage cask from the jet fuel
fire are considered in this section. First, the heat may conduct through the steel-concrete-steel
cask overpack. Second, the fire may interrupt the natural cooling of the canister causing a
radioactive decay heat load to raise the canister temperature. Third, the canister may be heated
by hot gases from the fire that are then convected into the annular space between the overpack
and the canister. Finally, the canister may be directly heated by combustion in the annular space
of unreacted fuel and air, if they are both convected there. r

C- 19
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,p. C - Zvc,

(U) The second mechanism is radioactive decay heat. The storage cask maximum thermal load is
22 kW, and the thermal capacitance of the canister and its contents is 3.774 MJ/K :. .
(6440 BTU/°F) (Holtec International, 2000, p. 11.2-15)..

(U) The third mechanism considered for raising the temperature of the canister and its contents is
convection of hot combustion gasses into the annular space between the steel-concrete-steel
overpack and the canister. This annular space is included in the cask system design to allow
removal of decay heat from the canister by the buoyancy-driven upward flow of cooling air
inside this annulus. Here, the heating rate of the canister caused by a flow of hot gasses through
the annular space was investigated.

(U) Heat transfer through ,the contents (fuel rods, fuel assembly structures, canister basket) of the
spent fuel canister was simulated by modeling these structures as a uniform material of constant
heat capacitance and thermal conductivity. These internal canister structures are surrounded by
the 1.27-cm thick steel shell of the canister. The heat capacitance of the homogenized fuel
structures was taken from the Hr-STORM Safety Analysis Report (SAR), and its effective
conductivity was determined from steady-state temperature profiles provided in the SAR. The
effective conductivity can be estimated from the radial temperature difference across the
homogenized fuel structures and the following relation:

ke 4-/T (C-1)
4,rHAT'

where P is the decay heat power of the fuel (watts), H is the internal height of the canister
(meters), and AT is the temperature difference between the centerline and the edge of the fuel
region (K or °C). An estimate for AT is available in Figure 4.2.20 of NAC International (2002).
This resulted in an effective conductivity for the fuel region of 1.4 W/m-K.

(U) The maximum gas flow rates induced in the annular space that surrounded the canister were
estimated from the results of VULCAN fire simulations (see Sections C.3.1.1 - C.3.1.3).

Z. C_0 C

C-20
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(U) The energy added to the canister by the flow of hot combustion gases through the annular
space can be estimated by the following equation:

79c4

.Figure C-17 provides the centerline and surface (edge) temperature transients for the fuel
region due to the 30-minute fire.

(U) The fourth mechanism for heating up the canister and its contents is combustion inside the
annular space surrounding the canister of any unburned fuel and oxygen convected there. A
VULCAN computer model was constructed to examine this scenario (see Section C.3.1.3).-

fC -?-/ C.

C
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C-22

Figure C-17
0-2 2 b

The contents of this figure are classified C.

0-.O 22e_

(U)
p -122c)

The results from this calculation are presented in Figure C- 18.

C-22
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Figure C-18

x. -2.-
-. c-L3S•

The contents of this figure are classified C.

p. c-z3c

C.3.1.4.2 Thermal Response of the Bare Cask Canister (U)

V.or-zSj
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Figure C-19 -"I r_'7cL-v
The contents ofthis figure are classified C.

! (U) Lastly, the ID computer code used in the analysis presented in this and the previous
subsection was verified by comparison.to. another calculation. This verification is presented in
Section C.3.2.

C.3.2 Three-Dimensional CAFE-P/Thermal Fire and Heat Transfer
Simulations of a No-Wind and a Wind-Driven Pool Fire for an
Upright Storage Cask and a Bare Canister (U)

(U) Even when engulfed by fire, heat transfer into the cask will not be exactly uniform and
should be modeled as a 3D problem because the rn-STORM cask is vented and is not radially
symmetric. Because of the 3D nature of this problem, it was decided to examine the difference
between the predictions of a 3D analysis that coupled the fire simulation tothe heat transfer
response of the HI-STORM cask, and the results obtained from ID heat transfer correlations
(Section 3.1.4) that used the output from the fire simulations (Sections C.3.1.1 - C.3.1.3) as
input. This 3D analysis was performed using the CAFE-P/Tbermal code system. CAFE-
P/Thermal was also used to model the highly 3D problem presented by the offset, wind-driven
fire case.

(U) The CAFE code is a CFD fire model that includes all the dominant physics present in fires.
MSC PATRAN/Thermal is a commercially available FEA thermal code usually referred to as
P/Thermal. The CAFE fire code is coupled with the P/Thermal FEA code. CAFE is a CFD code
that calculates the fire field and passes boundary condition information to the P/Thermal FEA
code, which calculates the heat transfer response of the object exposed to the fire modeled by
CAFE. These two codes interact throughout the fire simulation, making a fully-coupled CFD-
FEA analysis tool. Therefore, a coupled fire-heat transfer analyses of the upright cask standing
in the middle of the fuel pool and the upright cask standing next to the fuel pool were carried out

C-24
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using the CAFE-3D code. To perform these calculations, the CAFE code was modified so that
flow through the small annular gap in the HI- STORM cask could be modeled.

(U) The HI-STORM overpack was modeled in CAFE to properly capture the thermal radiation
shield provided by the overpack to the MPC and to restrict the convective heating provided by
the hot gases that enter the cask through the cooling vents. The MPC was modeled in P/Thermal
to properly capture the 3D heat transfer response to the flow of hot gases near/over its external
surface. Figure C-20 shows the CAFE mesh of the HI-STORM overpack and Figure C-21 shows
the P/Thermal mesh of the canister.

Figure C-20. CAFE-3D Mesh of the HI-STORM Overpack (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified. ,

(U) The CAFE model consists of a 40 m x 10 m x 20 m domain discretized as 45 x 27 x 25 =
30,375 3D CFD cells. What is shown in Figure C-20 shows a section of this computational
domain, where the white background is the plane of symmetry and the gray at the bottom
represents the ground as it extends outward from this plane.1

--4,

'9
(- Z S-.

(U) The P/Thermal model consisted of nearly 42,000 3D finite elements.(_

- )The therm'ophysical properties for the
homogenized internals were obtained from NAC International (2002). These properties are
presented in Table C-I. The initial condition of the MPC for the transient fire simulations was
obtained from the steady-state solution shown in Figure C-22. This steady-state solution is in
good agreement with the results presented jj NAC International (2002). "

pc-.ZY

P.C-Zak
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Figure C-21. P/Thermal Mesh of the Multipurpose Canister (MPC) (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Table C-i. Effective Thermophysical Properties of Homogenized MPC Internals (U)
The contents of this table are unclassified.

HOm'o enized MPCIlteriiais " -3'6IK 5O51Ct • .64 •K
Thermal Conductivity (W/m-K) 1 .246 1.681 2.198
Density (kg/m3) 2204.21 2204.21 2204.21
Specific Heat (J/kg-K) 352.81 352.81 352.81

C-26
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Figue C22. teay-Stte empeatue Dstriutin oftheMPC Nomal ondtio

I

Figure C-22. Steady-State Temperature Distribution of the MPC - Normal Condition
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

C.3.2.1 CAFE-P/Thermal Results for the Fully-Engulfing, No-Wind Case (U)

(u).

(U) The results from the simulations in which the HI-STORM cask was upright and centered
with the fuel pool and no wind are presented in Figures C-23 through C-25.

~9i7cx.

Figure C-23. Results of the CAFE Simulation for a Fully Engulfing, Quiescent Fire. The
figure on the left shows the fire as viewed from outside while the right shows the
temperature gases at the symmetry plane. All temperatures are in K (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

(U) Figures C-24 and. C-25 present three views of the rI-STORM canister's thermal response.
The first two views in each figure present canister surface temperatures. In the second view, the
canister has been tilted slightly and rotated counter-clockwise about 45 degrees from its position
in the first view. The third view presents internal canister temperatures on the symmetry plane
that bisects the fire and the cask.

C-27
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Figure C-24. Temperature Distribution of the HI-STORM Canister after 15 Minutes
for the No-Wind Case (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

cxv

Figure C-25. Temperature Distribution of the HI-STORM Canister after 30 Minutes
for the No-Wind Case (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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_J The localized maximum temperature presented in
Figure C-25 is higher because of the nonuniform, 3D heat flux applied over the canister wall by
the CAFE fire code, which is more realistic than the ID uniform heat flux applied to the canister
in the previous section. On the other hand, the two solutions are more similar when looking at
the temperature of the region about ¾/4 of the canister's height in the 3D results presented in
Figure C-25.\"

- _,This is because hot combustion gases entering the
annular space between the canister and the overpack lose thermal energy as they flow up the
annulus and cool before they exit through the top vents of the overpack. The CAFE-P/Thermal
results presented above are more realistic and therefore will be considered for further thermo-
mechanical analyses of the canister.

C.3.2.2 CAFE-P/Thermal Results for the Wind-Driven Adjacent Fire Case (U)

Q-29.c- ..9

(U)~ .- r : I L.

C_2.?
Figure C-26 presents two views of the fire. The first view on the left shows

that the wind tips I1e flame envelope of the fire so that it partially engulfs the cask. The second
View shows the temperature of gases at the symmetry plane through the center of the fire and the
cask. This view shows that hot gases enter the overpack bottom vent next to the burning fuel
pool; that these hot gases continue to burn as they enter the annular gap; and-that they also burn
as they exit the overpack from the vent at the top of the cask.

p.C-Zqd

Figure C-26ý -.

cfi

'All Temperatures are in K (U).
-• The contents of this figure are classified C.

(U) Figures C-27 and C-28 show the thermal response of the HI-STORM canister for the wind-
driven fire case at 15 and 30 minutes, respectively. The three views in each figure are the same
as those presented in Figures C-24 and C-25. This figure shows that the thermal response of the

C-29
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Figure C-27.

Figure C-28..

p C~3C¼~The contents of this figure are classified C.

The contents this figure are classified C.
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canister is highly asymmetric and thus can only be properly analyzed
code like P/Thermal.

Final Draft

using a 3D heat transfer

E~x. I

C.3.2.3 CAFE-P/Thermal Simulation of the Bare Canister (U)

(U) CAFE-P/Thermal was also used to evaluate the 3D response of the bare canister while
exposed to a fully engulfing fire. The fuel canister was assumed to lie on the ground after
coming out of its storage overpack during a severe airplane impact. The canister model is the
same one used for all the previous CAFE-P/Thermal calculations. The initial temperature
distribution of the canister and its contents was calculated assuming normal storage conditions
for which results are presented in Figure C-22.

31b

pt- 3IC-
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Figure C-29.

The contents of this figure are classified C.
p c-32h

C_

Figure C-30. [..

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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,9u

S3C-1

Figure C-31f
IU).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

(P C-3

C.3.3 Thermo-Mechanical Response of the Cask Canister (U)

(U) This section discusses the thermo-mechanical response of the HI-STORM storage cask MPC
when exposed to high temperatures. The results from this section are combined with the
temperature history results from Sections C.3.1 and C.3.2 to determine this canister's response to
fire environments.

(U) A series of static, thermo-mechanical analyses of the storage cask canister were conducted
using the finite element code ABAQUS (Hibbit et al., 1998). The canister is subjected to the
internal pressure resulting from an increase in the temperature of the canister gas atmosphere.
The canister was modeled in three different positions; inside the overpack, partially outside the
overpack, and completely outside the overpack. For each analysis performed, Table C-2 lists the
cask position and the temperature to which the canister gases were assumed to be heated.

C-33
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Table C-2. ABAQUS Analysis of the Canister (U)
The contents of this table are unclassified.

(U) In each analysis, the canister's shell is assumed to be at the specified gas temperature. The
pressure inside the canister is increased slowly as predicted by linearly ramping up the
temperature of the canister gas atmosphere. The linear ramping of-the temperature is done to
account for the path dependency of the canister's plastic deformation. The maximum pressure
reached corresponds to the assumed maximum temperature and the final canister volume
produced by the canister bulging as it plastically deforms. To perform this calculation,
ABAQUS requires the specific volume of the canister as input. F

C.3.3.1 The ABAQUS canister model (U)

(U) Figure C-32 presents important features of the HI-STORM canister. The ABAQUS FE
model of the canister is shown in Figure C-33. Because the canister has a plane of symmetry, the
canister model is axisymmetric. The model contains 1599, CAX4R, four-node bilinear
axisymmetric quadrilateral elements. There are eight elements through the canister shell
thickness and 150 along its length. The space inside of the canister occupied by the fuel rods and
the assembly and basket structures are combined into a single (lumped) volume. The inside
surface of the canister and the outside surface of this single "lumped" volume is lined with two
node hydrostatic "elements. Given an initial reference pressure and temperature and using the
ideal gas law, the hydrostatic elements apply a pressure load along the canister's inner surface.
The code calculates the current pressure given the temperature and canister volume. Since there
is some elastic and plastic deformation of the canister, the final pressure is always lower than
predicted by the ideal gas law for the increase in temperature at constant volume.

(U) The basic configuration of the MPC canister is presented in Figure C-32F CIL

C-34
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Figure C-32. Canister Configuration (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.

Continuum Elements (CAX4

Hydostatic Elemen
(Content'volume and
along inside surface)

Symmetry Axis

Figure C-33. Canister FE Model (U).
The contents of this figure are unclassified.
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Chavez et al. (1994) conducted high-temperature and short-time creep experiments on type 304
stainless steel.

(.1 '

English units are used in the Larson-Miller equation to maintain the values of the material
constants and to be consistent with historical data.

(U)

/ (-~ C

This quantity, called the principal
facet stres~s, is defined as follows:

of = 2.24o"1 - 0.62(a2 + o03) (C-5)

where 0Il > 0"2 > o'3 are the principal stresses. All stresses presented in this analysis are principal
facet stresses.

GtA,€f•.

I
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Figure C-34. Plot of LMP vs. Stress Using the Data Developed by Chavez et al. (1994)
(1 psi = 6.895 KPa) (U).

The contents of this figure are classified C.

C.3.3.2 Thermo-Mechanical Analysis Results (U)

/ C-37(
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FigureC-35

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Figure C-36 P e~~'11rJ
The contents of this figure are classified C.
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Pc. Ctov

Figure C-37

?~oThe contents of this figure are classified C.

Cý.- I

C.3.3.3

The instantaneous
increase in the canister wall temperature is assumed because of the short time it takes for the
canister wall to heat up when directly exposed to an engulfing fire. The time varying internal
pressure is a result of the slower response of the internal gas and fuel assemblies to the external
heating.

C-40
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Figure C-38Ltress in the Canister Bottom a .- . ..

The contents of this fi:gr e are classified C. f (-1/b

f (-V/c

Figure C-39.L

The contents of.'s figure are classified C. p.c -W/
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Table C-.-
The contents of this table are classified C. J 1Lc.~

I2c~Y~

Figure C-40.

The contents of this figure are classified C.
pC -Vzr
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Figure C-41.k
The contents of this figure are classified C. /C-y3b

5/
P C-Y3C

Figure C-42. Canister Stress at Two Locations Plotted as a Function of the Internal
Gas Temperature. (U)

The contents of this figure are classified C.
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C.4 Discussion (U)

67-U
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